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What If The Largest Experiment On Human Beings In
History Is A Failure?

BY TYLER DURDEN TUESDAY, JAN 04, 2022 - 04:44 AM
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A seasoned stock analyst colleague texted me a link today, and when I clicked it open, I
could hardly believe what I was reading.  What a headline.  “Indiana life insurance CEO
says deaths are up 40% among people ages 18-64”. 

This headline is a nuclear truth bomb masquerading as an insurance agent’s dry
manila envelope full of actuarial tables.

People frequently write to Jill and myself. People we have never met.  They call, they
arrive at the farm by appointment or unannounced, they fill our email in boxes with their
inquiries. They all want something; time, attention, an interview.  Many want to tell us
about their fear, illness, nightmares, or (what often seems like) outright paranoid
conspiracies.  And then, over time, these fears and “conspiracies” keep getting
confirmed.  As Jan Jekielek (a senior editor with The Epoch Times) recently said to me,
it is getting harder and harder to tell which ones are mere conspiracy theories and which
are true reality. 

One farm visitor told me of his foreshadowing massive numbers of deaths within three
years consequent to the genetic vaccines, and that this was all about the “Great Reset”
and the depopulation agenda of the World Economic Forum (WEF).  I tried to reassure
him that, in my opinion, this was highly unlikely- while privately thinking about how
easily people fall into this type of conspiracy ideation, and how I need to be careful to
avoid going there when confronting so many public health decisions that appear either
incompetent or nefarious.  At the time, I only knew of the WEF as the host of a big
annual party in Davos Switzerland where the uber rich and the hoi oligoi of the Western
nations went to watch Ted talks, drink the best wine, see and be seen.  Silly me.  What a
long, strange trip this has been.  I doubt that even Hunter S. Thompson could have
imagined it in his most drug and booze addled state.  Suffice to say, I nominate Ralph
Steadman as official illustrator of the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.  Or a
resurrected Hieronymus Bosch.

But I am wandering from a point that I am afraid to clearly state. 

It is starting to look to me like the largest experiment on human beings in recorded
history has failed.  And, if this rather dry report from a senior Indiana life insurance
executive holds true, then Reiner Fuellmich’s “Crimes against Humanity” push for
convening new Nuremberg trials starts to look a lot less quixotic and a lot more
prophetic.

Here is what lit me up in this report from The Center Square contributor Margaret
Menge.

“The head of Indianapolis-based insurance company OneAmerica said the
death rate is up a stunning 40% from pre-pandemic levels among working-
age people.

“We are seeing, right now, the highest death rates we have seen in the
history of this business – not just at OneAmerica,” the company’s CEO Scott
Davison said during an online news conference this week. “The data is
consistent across every player in that business.”

OneAmerica is a $100 billion insurance company that has had its
headquarters in Indianapolis since 1877. The company has approximately
2,400 employees and sells life insurance, including group life insurance to
employers in the state.

Davison said the increase in deaths represents “huge, huge numbers,” and
that’s it’s not elderly people who are dying, but “primarily working-age
people 18 to 64” who are the employees of companies that have group life
insurance plans through OneAmerica.

“And what we saw just in third quarter, we’re seeing it continue into fourth
quarter, is that death rates are up 40% over what they were pre-pandemic,”
he said.

“Just to give you an idea of how bad that is, a three-sigma or a one-in-200-
year catastrophe would be 10% increase over pre-pandemic,” he said. “So
40% is just unheard of.””

So, what is driving this unprecedented surge in all-cause mortality?

“Most of the claims for deaths being filed are not classified as COVID-
19 deaths,

Davison said.“What the data is showing to us is that the deaths that are
being reported as COVID deaths greatly understate the actual death losses
among working-age people from the pandemic. It may not all be COVID on
their death certificate, but deaths are up just huge, huge numbers.””

Take a moment to read the entire article.  Now.  Then let’s continue on, assuming that
you have.

AT A MINIMUM, based on my reading, one has to conclude that if this report holds and
is confirmed by others in the dry world of life insurance actuaries, we have both a huge
human tragedy and a profound public policy failure of the US Government and US
HHS system to serve and protect the citizens that pay for this “service”. 

IF this holds true, then the genetic vaccines so aggressively promoted have failed,
and the clear federal campaign to prevent early treatment with lifesaving drugs has
contributed to a massive, avoidable loss of life. 

AT WORST, this report implies that the federal workplace vaccine mandates have driven
what appear to be a true crime against humanity.  Massive loss of life in (presumably)
workers that have been forced to accept a toxic vaccine at higher frequency relative to
the general population of Indiana.

FURTHERMORE, we have also been living through the most massive, globally
coordinated propaganda and censorship campaign in the history of the human
race.  All major mass media and the social media technology companies have
coordinated to stifle and suppress any discussion of the risks of the genetic vaccines
AND/OR alternative early treatments. 

IF this report holds true, there must be accountability.  We are not just talking about
running over the first amendment of the Constitution of the United States and grinding it
into the mud with an army of artificial intelligence-powered heavy infantry. This article
reads like a dry description of an avoidable mass casualty event caused by a mandated
experimental medical procedure. One for which all opportunities for the victims to have
become self-informed about the potential risks have been methodically erased from
both the internet and public awareness by an international corrupt cabal operating
under the flag of the “Trusted News Initiative”. George Orwell must be spinning in his
grave.

I hope I am wrong.  I fear I am right.

*  *  *
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20+ years in the medical industry: 10 in vaccine development and oncology
clinical research. 10 years in Public Health Policy.

I can tell you 1st hand everything Pfizer and the FDA did was not just
outside the norm, it was illegal. 

Unblinding the study after only 2 months.

Not testing the treatment arm for Covid, even though they had symptoms.

Treating the control group! 
Hiding the deaths in the treatment arm. 

Then there is the CDC/NIH. They broke or disregarded 150 years of Public
Health policy, virology, immunology, epidemiology, and population health! 
 

The AMA should be sued and disbanded! They are just as guilty as the
above in their push to vaccinate and for following the CDC inpatient
protocols!! 
 

The medical field will never recover!! 
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AMA should have been disbanded long before the plandemic.
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All the sheep think the government, bureaucrats, and wealthy
business tycoons want to help them.

Shitonya Serfs
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#Jacobins@Work

#EmergncyAbuseAuthorization

#GrinchThePoor

#TakeThisJab&ShoveIt
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LET’S GET THEM. That’s right. Everything they do is to help
themselves and their corporate masters at our expense. Oh,
but the vaccines are to help us? Yeah, right
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NUREMBERG!!!

911truther
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"even Betty White" for god's sake the woman was 99 years
old you could have knocked her over with a feather

Mister E
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If the intention of the agenda was depopulation, then the
"experiment" was not a failure, it was a success.

Amazingly, I find that people are basically unable to grasp or
deal with the reality that they are under attack and losing the
war.

I know it's hard to accept, but accept it.

Individually, we win by not complying. But together, we
MUST accept the reality of the situation.

The aggressors have carefully constructed a paradigm
whereby we "wander from a point that we are afraid to
make". In fact, considering that war criminals, bioterrorists
and sociopaths are backed by generational wealth and are
running a worldwide depopulation agenda, it's no wonder
that some wander. If you make enough noise, you'll be
deplatformed. Do it again and you're likely to be
disappeared.

World wars are dangerous, but the truth has always
eventually prevailed. That doesn't mean this time isn't
different, but it appears that enough of us are pushing back
that humanity will in some form survive.

In some form ....
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Nothing will be done, unless people are prepared to fight.
And even then, nothing will be done.
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did i miss something?  where in the article does he say the
vaccine is actually causing the deaths?  step up to the plate
bobby bones.  this is your "invention" which was unleashed on
mankind...
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Actually he is just one of a handful of co-inventors of the
mRNA system said a leftist Malone bashing article I read a
couple of weeks ago. Keep in mind that the mRNA
technology is just a delivery system and needs a "vaccine" to
complete the shot. Still, he did help in bringing this nightmare
to the elites.
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thanks
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Blaming the inventor of MRNA is like blaming gun
manufacturers for gun violence. 

Americano
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my vet gave my dog mRNA for his allergies (rather than
lifetime of steroids) but warned they only a symptom
blocker and he had no idea of the long term effects. luckily i
found the cause of the vicious allergy---and got him off the
pills. 
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Like all technology it is a double edged sword. Lots of
potential but very dangerous. Once the invention has left the
inventor it's anyone's to use as they see fit.

TRM
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His name is on the patents.

kauwildman
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Malone and one other guy were credited with the
development of the mrna process. Malone and 4 others
were awarded 9 patents. Malone was one of the good guys
until he went off the Medical Industrial Complex reservation
when he started criticizing the clottshot. To discredit his
message the rewrite history machine went to work erasing
him from being one of the major developers to just some
putz who was among thousands that developed mrna. Just
days after Malone jumped ship the bastion of truth and fact
Wikipedia changed their article to erase him and his other
colleagues from mrna development. 

Erasing or planting false info to discredit people is nothing
new. Dr Patrick Moore was one of the founders of
Greensleeze, I mean Greenpeace, and when he went off the
deep end and said man made climate change was
horseshyyte the greenies went around the net erasing him.
Dr Moore has lots of speaking engagements cancelled as
the greeines mount local opposition and the seminar sissies
cave and he gets cancelled. 

not dead yet
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https://www.thecentersquare.com/indiana/indiana-life-
insurance-ceo-says-deaths-are-up-40-among-people-ages-
18-64/article_71473b12-6b1e-11ec-8641-5b2c06725e2c.html

This is what you were supposed to read.

Vax deaths are not counted as vax deaths.  Even the drop
dead deaths within 24 hours are not counted as vax deaths. 
Coroners refuse to do autopsies, and when private families
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Coroners refuse to do autopsies, and when private families
pay, the cause of death is not the vax...it's stroke, heart attack,
organ failure, etc.

All of these are vax complications.  But go ahead, get your
booster, it's "safe and effective".
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Seems to me, by the time a family has decided to order a
headstone for their deceased loved ones, they’ve had some
time to calm down and think about the events leading to the
death.  Recently, I spoke to a fellow who is at least 2nd
generation in the headstone business.  He says business
has been better then ever.  “People aren’t dying from Covid,
they’re dying from other things, they’re dying from the
shots.”  Whoa, stop right there.  Do you have good reason
to think that?  “Yeah, I think it.  No, I KNOW it.  I know
people are dying from those shots.”   Well, I don’t know of
anyone else who is talking to so many families of recently
deceased, at a time when they’ve had a chance to think
about things.  Besides this man’s testimony, there is plenty
of other evidence.  Take these shots at your own risk.
There’s no risk to the pharmaceutical companies.

EarnYourKeep
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Our provincial government is prioritizing boosters for the
elderly, healthcare workers, and pregnant women. 
Pregnant women. 

When my wife was pregnant with our kids, we did
everything in our power to eliminate all prescription drugs,
toxins, and unhealthy foods from her diet.  My brain hurts
trying to understand what would motivate a pregnant
woman to run out and get repeated shots of experimental
gene therapy...  other than mass psychosis and/or mental
illness.  

Welfarebum
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On bitchute and here there was a video the other day of an
Indian doctor living in Germany who had had enough and
was saying "they're killing the children". Well he said his
partner a Dr. Arne Burkhardt did some autopsies on people
suspected of dying from the shots and holy cow what a
report. He said 5 of the 9 autopsies he performed, showed
all the major organs, heart, lungs, liver and such had
millions(?) of lymphocytes- killer cells all piled up throughout
the tissue. The person's body was being attacked by it's
own immune system!!

Prescient_Sentient
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Bhakdi/Burkhardt pathology results show 93% of people
who died after being vaccinated were killed by the vaccine -
Global Research

https://www.globalresearch.ca/bhakdiburkhardt-pathology-
results-show-93-of-people-who-died-after-being-
vaccinated-were-killed-by-the-vaccine/5765859
 

Two Theives and a Liar
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Soon vaccinated blood will have to be screened for
transfusions and blood banks because of undeniable
"complications" in patients that receive it from certain
donors... and clean blood will be in demand. Neuropathy
and myocardial problems increase, international lawsuits
against vaccine profiteers begin, and the first wave of truly
uncontrollable viruses starts from both human variants and
animal mutations that then infect back into humans.

https://www.today.com/news/news/covid-19-rampant-deer-
research-shows-rcna10717

- three covid variants in deer just in Ohio:

https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211224/Scientists-
detect-COVID-19-infection-in-white-tailed-deer-in-6-Ohio-
locations.aspx

Some vaccinated people will become unviable as potential
mates for reproduction- this will become hereditary.
Afflictions associated with mRNA vaccines will be able to be
passed on, and newborns will begin to exhibit heart and
nerve issues. A child's blood is its mothers umbilically, and
they share DNA.

Any " vaccine" that doesn't achieve a critical threshold of
effectiveness in the population will not eradicate the virus...
it will eventually, in a roundabout way, only make it more
resilient. And Omicron is not what all Covid has evolved
into, it's only one variant of many. Ultimately we will see that
it would have been better not to release the messenger RNA
vaccines at all.

johnny two shoes
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i would ask, what is different between 2019 and 2021.  The
two main things that are different is the bug juice they are
coercing people to take and the unhealthy and inhuman
lifestyles forced on people through lockdowns and masks.
in time the lockdowns go away and that will only leave the
bug juice. we will see then which one is causing the high
mortality. 

pureblood non GMO Human
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Some questions for those in the know:

If a vax death is considered a vax death, would the
insurance company pay out? 

Is there a clause in life insurance policies to state that if you
participate in an experimental drug trial and die, then there
is no cover?

Are doctors deliberately saying it's not a vax death so the
family gets paid? 

Or are they complicit in the cover up?

 

 

Marmite
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yes... and hydroxchoroquine and ivermectin, which could
have made a nothing burger out of Covid, are "toxic and
ineffective."

Mister E
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Regarding JohnnyTwoShoes post on deer having Covid-19,
the article mentions the fear that Covid-19 could combine
with other viruses in the animals and then return to humans.
I spoke to an inventor of cleaning devices using light, and
he wondered about the possibility of something like ebola
combining with Covid-19 in monkeys or some such
nightmare scenario. But as I think now, why wouldn't that
happen with the various other colds that animals get with us
humans as well? 

Leroy Whitby
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That has been my biggest concern about this article. If they
didn't die of "Covid" then give me a list of what they did die
of and the % in each group.

How many Heart problems? Blood clots?

How many have massive return of a cancer?

How many Vaxxidents from brain fog.

 

These and more are all adverse reactions to the shot. 

Their Insurance people. They always keep facts and figures.

So what are the figures? 

tdmiller
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Uh, pretty sure it was the Orange Buffoon and the current
brain dead occupant of the oval office who unleashed a
medical experiment.  Just sayin'

cossack55
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Life is more complicated than your simple brain can
comprehend. Blaming two nincompoops for a global
biological disaster is an affront to my intelligence. Try again,
you twit.

amadeus40
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Cult Fauci is responsible for the so-called 'Mass Formation
Psychosis' and relatively few of those people voted for
"Orange Buffoon" (opting instead for "current brain dead
occupant")

Chojun
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Do you get your medical advice from the paper boy? Do you
let someone who never worked on a car and inept
mechanically overhaul your cars engine? Trump was not a
doctor and little did he know Fauci, Birx, and the CDC were
full of quacks. When Trump realized he was dealing with
incompetent clowns it was too late. The media and Dems
made the Fauch a hero and Trump risked getting impeached
for real. With all the dirty deeds of Fauci recently being
exposed huge numbers still believe his BS and that Trump
did zilch and people died.

When Trump realized he got played he brought in Dr Scott
Atlas to bring sanity to the program. The Dems and the
media pounced on Dr Atlas branding him a no nothing
quack even though Atlas based his recommendations on
real facts and real studies. Like they are doing to countless
other doctors around the word who have spoken up. Many
of whom had their medical license lifted or they were
forbidden to treat patients.

Biden has no excuse. His people have all the numbers and
they still want jabs because killing you is their agenda.
Recently his royal highness Fauci said it wasn't necessary
to vaxx the kids. Biden's reply is his HHS department is
flooding the tube with commercials to sucker parents into
getting their kids vaxxed.

not dead yet
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Trump unleashed it in the U.S.

It was already well under way under the auspices of the
WHO in europe and asia

the U.S. is not the center of the world, neither is china.  We
now have russia, india, china AND europe to contend with

The days of the U.S. empire are numbered, people have to
accept that. 

We have a valuable role to play in a multipolar world and we
have the central part of a huge continent for ourselves - if
we can keep it. 

Mister E
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I read that it was Fauci and Kushner and Birx in the meeting
with Trump. He had no variety of opinion on the decision to
lock down, mask up, and remove regulatory roadblocks to
vaccine development.

Leroy Whitby
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He was a big part of the swamp after all. America was
betrayed by this charlatan. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2Su4HTAWiSw

YouJustCouldnt
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It would have been so much easier for Dr. Malone to stay quiet
and maintain the status quo like so many others,  but he chose
to put his beliefs and the interests of humanity ahead of his
career and status among peers.  We are going to overcome
this vaccine fraud, and there are very few, if any, that deserve
more credit than this man.  American hero.

felixx69
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Goodness, if the increase isn’t ConVid DEATHS what is it?
Most people have gone back to work so they’re not sitting
at home w/ depression and killing themselves. Responding
to the guy way the hell above this comment

Jade_Dragon
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Both Dr. Malone and Dr. David E Martin who are both
powerhouses of their truth have very supportive wives. I
believe that helps them tremendously. Of course, the
personal integrity comes before that.

peterpam
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Either it’s the vaccine or lockdowns.

Choose one, bootlicker.

EveningInAmerica
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Can't we just have both instead?

0 K
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bOoTlIcKeR...go back to mama's basement scumbag.

Garth Crooks
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the stupid insurance guy in the article seems to actually be
suggesting Covid deaths are being underreported when
they've been massively overstated.  fool.

main stream logic: 95% of Covid deaths had median of 4
comorbities according to CDC, 50% 75 years and older, etc.,
but yeah they're all Covid deaths and all these proximate
vaccine deaths are "unexplained"

[scroll down to Table 3 here for those who don't know this
already
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm?
fbclid=IwAR3-wrg3tTKK5-
9tOHPGAHWFVO3DfslkJ0KsDEPQpWmPbKtp6EsoVV2Qs1Q: 

Comorbidities and other conditions

Table 3 shows the types of health conditions and contributing
causes mentioned in conjunction with deaths involving
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). The number of deaths
that mention one or more of the conditions indicated is shown
for all deaths involving COVID-19 and by age groups. For over
5% of these deaths, COVID-19 was the only cause mentioned
on the death certificate. For deaths with conditions or causes
in addition to COVID-19, on average, there were 4.0 additional
conditions or causes per death. For data on deaths involving
COVID-19 by time-period, jurisdiction, and other health
conditions

GiantSurroundedByAnts
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Stupid insurance guy? You know nothing about him. Neither
do I.

Leroy Whitby
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The guy is in a bind. He has to report the numbers, after all
this is about big insurance payouts. On the other hand, he
can in no way upset the overlords and even remotely
suggest that the injections could play a role in
this....loook,,,the emperor is wearing a marvelous new outfit
today,see how the fibers shine like gold!!!!
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The worst part?  These people are trying to figure out ways to get
these 'vaccines' into our food supply.

centralohioguy
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What else are they putting in our xyz supply

throaway101056
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Bingo!!! I honestly question any processed food. I don't think
we can really even trust what the stated ingredients are any
more, sad to say. I wouldn't be surprised if graphene oxide has
secretly been allowed to fit under the category of natural
flavors, like they do with msg. I mean we are looking at the
FDA here. We know for sure they are bought and sold. I know
this sounds extreme, but these are extreme times.
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They want to help themselves to the contents of your wallet.

 

I hear they call it a walletectomy!
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If they kill everyone off they're not going to grab much. Unless
the whole family is gone, then the state will inherit all the
property. Is that their aim?

Marmite
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Does that mean that after we're all dead, that they'll have to
work for a living? 'Cause there won't be anyone left to do
the heavy lifting for them.
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Too many know what's going on to hide it much longer. Tide is
turning. There will be war crimes trials against these monsters.

UndergroundPost

This report implies that the federal workplace vaccine
mandates have driven what appear to be a true crime
against humanity
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%
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We can hope eyes are being opened.  Unfortunately, too many
still refuse to see what's right in front of them.

Remember, it's easier to fool people than convince them that
they've been fooled.
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Any data scientist with access to health data could determine
the likely cause of these deaths.  The thing is it's protected
information, the only people who're able to look would be at
the CDC or other health organization with access.
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Crimes against humanity?. Committed by who? Humanity is not
only a group of hippies dancing in a field of flowers. Humanity is
also grunts using flamethrowers on villagers huts. We are the
criminals and we commit heinous crimes against ourselves. Too
many of us seem determined to seek revenge and inflict
unconscionable suffering on humanity. That is inhumane.
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Philosophically speaking.

It is different in practice, when one is on trial.

 

mikka
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Or when one is on their knees.

Preemptive action is warranted.
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When people like Fauci and Gates knowingly cause the death
of millions of people it is an event. That can only be called a
Crime against Humanity.
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You forgot about the way humanity treats other living
creatures. Not all humanity, but most.
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I hope you're right but look at election fraud, the FBI, etc....
1000's if not 10x that number involved but NO ONE flips....

willhunt
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Not yet. IF the experiment is exposed for ALL to see, these
maggots will be fighting each other to be first in line to give
their testimony.
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True that. I used to think that large scale conspiracies must not
exist, because no large group could keep a secret. The more I
studied history the more I changed my mind. Hell, everything
was a conspiracy. Deep underground military bases (DUMBS),
the Manhattan project, the Denver airport, all wars, everything.
And nobody talks, not even construction contractors.
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Studying the apollo missions and working in
compartmentalized automotive industry taught me how the
big lie works. Almost no one is “in on it”. Most are just
repeating what they believe and genuinely working on their
piece of the puzzle never seeing how it all
fits together.  Even at the very top they probably believe
their own lies. The dark side of the force is very corrupting,
no drop of rain believes its to blame for the flood, take the
money and look the other way, etc. 
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That's how academic research works as well.  People who
study 'bark' and do not see the forest, let alone the trees. 
The ones putting out the grants guide and shape the greater
agenda. PhDs can be so incredibly stupid. 

dam vid havet
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no drop of rain believes its to blame for the flood

_______________________________________

Wow! What a turn of phrase!
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My friend uncovered a terrible multi-year, top-level
environmental violation at the corporation in which he was a
contractor.  My wife is good friends with a well-known
investigative reporter in the city who is on the radio every
day.  When the reporter was over at our place for dinner one
evening, I took her down to my office to tell her the
environmental story.  I thought she'd be thrilled with the
lead.

She listened with great interest then, after pausing to think
for a minute she told me, "That's huge and would be front
page news.  And your friend has evidence.  But if I reported
it, I would fear for the life of myself and my family.  That's
the way it is today."  She never pursued the story.

So it's not just the willingness of whistleblowers to come
forward.  It's also the willingness of reporters, investigators,
prosecutors, judges, and juries to risk their lives to send
many corporate elites to jail.  Our society has become
terribly corrupt.
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Great story, WB and rings very true to my ears.

At one point in my career in journalism reporting about
mafia and banking I knew too much to keep writing. I either
had to stop writing the truth or accept that I'd be eliminated
within two years (two colleagues doing similar reporting had
ended up dead that same year, one cut up in his bathtub).
Real investigative journalism is no longer even welcome in
the modern newzsroom, as the bad guys are the buddies
with the CEO of the company who own the station or the
newspaper.

Coda: there was no way I wanted to write nonsense or fairy
tales for public consumption. Finally my choice was to
switch careers as my thirty year old life was far too exciting
and fun to pointlessly sacrifice it to almost no purpose.
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Sure.  And Hillary will be locked up.  Dream on.  There are so
many dirty hands none of them will ever see a courtroom.
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We the People need to make sure dirty hands do see the a
court room.
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No way the Justice System of this country or any other can
administer punishment to a conspiracy this large...beside
they are in on it! Justice can only come from outside the
system which means the current system must collapse
before meaningful justice will be dispensed. But it will be
dispensed, unfortunately in a very haphazard fashion. If you
really believe these folks do not have a fall back position
you need to remove the scales from your eyes.
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The criminals are desperate to eliminate the control group, to
hide their crime.

TBT or not TBT
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At yet the monster Fauci, aged 81, guilty of mass murder and
multiple crimes against humanity going back at least to the
1980s, continues to draw not only a federal government pay
check, but the largest federal government pay check.

What does that tell us?
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Swamp is still deep.
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It's bottomless.

Peter Pan
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30 grand / mo for life when he retires. 

We have got to lock this asshole up.

Mister E
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I hope so dude.

Doug Stillborn
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Investigators might want to start by looking at those who were
frontrunners on Pfizer stock
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Fine, but do you trust the judges not to be bought off? Where do
you find establishment judges that will find against the
establishment itself?

ZeroHegemony
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It may not come to trial because of corrupt DOJ.
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short trial, Rule 303 is applicable. 
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They were joined at the hip with big pharma in pushing opiates and
fentanyl that killed 300,000 Americans and destroyed millions of
families. 

clot shot
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Nobody forced anyone to take pain pills. 

Big difference.

14All
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Agony itself sent people to pain pills.  

TBT or not TBT
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Well, that, an army of reps, new 'screening tools' that they
left, over discussion of 'breakthrough pain', dtc
advertising, flights to orlando or palm springs for a two hour
lecture with three days to myself all paid for. Front page and
analgesic full-page ads in MPR so that we providers could
see their name every time we flipped open the book... It was
quite the 'awareness' campaign.

But then you also have the patients unwilling to try anything
but a pill, exaggerating (lying), harming themselves to get
more drugs-these all happened to me.

But,

Never forget that the AMA was on board with the whole
thing.
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Not really. Sick people took medical advice from so-called
professionals whom they trusted. Not much of a difference.
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People trusted doctors that prescribed this pills.
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I went in to a doctor for some joint pain back when oxy was
pushed by the doctors. Back or shoulder or elbow or
something. He x-rayed me and saw nothing. Asked me if I
wanted oxy. I said no, a diagnosis would be nice and that is
what I came for.
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I like it better when Dr's prescribe pain appropriate pain
meds.

Oxy should be only in sever stuff. Like a severed limb. 

But there's no money in that.
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Have you seen "Dopesick" yet???? Purdue Pharma - created
a magical opiate that was addictive only 1% of time. A big lie
but a small fib comparatively. People weren't "forced" to take
pain pills, they were tricked into taking pain pills, by "experts".
It is stunningly familiar.
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Hospital protocol was giving almost everyone leaving the
hospital a 30 day script for fentanyl. That's all it takes and you
are hooked.
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Big Harm us. FIFY.
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I for one will never trust establishment medicine or government
health agencies again. The way most doctors and hospitals fell in
line, despite so many red flags and incomplete data is disgusting. 
They should all lose medical licenses, and the big wigs that made it
happen need to rot in prison.
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Fortunately, there is a revolution in medicine around the corner.
Allopathic medicine is on the way out and the scamdemic will no
doubt be a significant accelerant in that process. Something to
celebrate.
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That would be a positive outcome, actual healthcare, what a
concept.
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Antiobiotics, steroids, and many operations "work."

But wholistic care is sadly lacking. Prevention. Frankly, I think
the inverted food pyramid and FDA approval of poisionous
foodstuffs and medications are largely to blame for our
physical ailments.
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Seed oils are not food and yet look at how much of the
human diet they have become

Lockesmith
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Make homebirth routine again

Antivaxxer kekekekekekeke
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Western Medicine is dead. 

ChargingHandle
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Attorneys are probably more trusted than doctors today.  

Snippy22
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Doctors are tied with politicians as far as trustworthiness is
concerned

WeAreAllBozosOnThisBus
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I trust attorneys far more than doctors, personally. Lawyer's
core ethical responsibility is zealous representation of their
client, which aligns with their incentives, generally. Doctors
core ethical responsiblities do NOT align with their incentives
of "standard of care" avoidance of liability, following the
insurance company protocols required to get paid, and big
pharma payoffs for prescriptions written. Notice that the
wellbeing of the patient is not involved in any of their major
incentives.
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Federal licensing should not be required for anything.  We've
seen how it has been weaponized.  States can require licensing if
they wish, but should pass laws that Federal licenses are
invalid.  
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They did not license 501(c)(3) charitable organizations under
Obama that were Tea Party oriented. It is absolutely abused.
100%. Evil.
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Cizik School of Nursing has created a REMI Platinum Award-
winning documentary film that tells the grim cautionary tale of
nurses who participated in the Holocaust and abandoned their
professional ethics during the Nazi era. The 56-minute film,
Caring Corrupted: the Killing Nurses of the Third Reich, casts a
harsh light on nurses who used their professional skills to murder
the handicapped, mentally ill and infirm at the behest of the Third
Reich and directly participated in genocide.

History repeating...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rz8ge4aw8Ws
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The AMA was the original satanic government organization.  At least
among those that were public.

rag_house
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Brought to you by The Rockefellers

WeAreAllBozosOnThisBus
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Murder by injection 

Antivaxxer kekekekekekeke
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The AMA monopoly must be broken.  That industry needs
competition at all levels to become responsive to customers. 

TBT or not TBT
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If it has a 3 letter acronym, disband it. AMA, ABA. Just orgs for
leftists to capture. Outlaw non-profits generally. They are money
making scams anyway.
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Malone has talked a lot about bioethics and how they were thrown out
the window with these experimental gene therapy jabs.

Bay of Pigs
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When they were EUA,I called and wrote the FDA Advisory Board.
Normally they take comments but comments were closed! 
 

This was contrived from the beginning!! 

tyberious
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If you are in the USA they are still E.U.A.

Go ahead, find me a vial of "Comirnaty" anywhere in the States.

Junk Silver
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Ahhh you saw that on bitchute the other day I'm guessing. Ya
what a weird and crazy situation that is.

Prescient_Sentient
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Neither weird nor crazy, but cold and calculated.

Tirion
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Deliberate my guy. 

ChargingHandle
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Needed FDA approval for kids to get blanket law suit
immunity.   Also there had been a lot of inventory of the dodgy,
crap manufacturing control  EUA stuff to sell.  

TBT or not TBT
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Anyone wonder why moderna or the j&j vaccines haven’t
obtained approval yet? Me also.

JiveTurkey01
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I don't understand. I see this. https://www.fda.gov/vaccines-
blood-biologics/comirnaty What does it mean/what are you
saying?
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it means the drug doesnt exist. comirnaty is not currently
available for use and will not be scheduled for use for
another few years. they have lied. you have not kept up. i
am not patient enough with people like you to explain more.
do your own due diligence. catch up, we could use the help
and dont want to waste time carrying laggards. in short,
comirnaty is a non-existent mRNA gene therapy killshot that
has not yet been packaged for use on innocent humans yet,
but is being used as an excuse to force jabs now by
claiming that comirnaty is the same as what is now
available. it is a three-card monty game for killing the the
mentally impaired. have a nice day.
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When a lie unravels, a preferred method of managing the fallout is
usage of a Limited Hangout.

In this instance, Malone, in the above post, has no problem pointing
out most of what we here have known for a very long time.

However, he makes a big point of deriding the idea that the WEF is
the driving force behind it all.

Textbook Limited Hangout.
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no he didnt. he acknowledged their role in this horror show.

not satisfied with malone myself, but dont want liars polluting my
view.

malone acknowledge the WEF role in promoting the killing; you
are stupid, dishonest, or even more skeptical of others' good
intentions than i am.

seems like malone wants to come clean before his monster kills
him.

Dr. Robert Frankenstein Malone.
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Got that right ... the medical field will never recover.

Wiping them out would be a good place too start.

The majority went along with it all for the pay off.

GreatUncle
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The majority took the vax as well so they have already wiped
themselves out

IvorMcTin
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Did they?

clot shot
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Yea, we dont know what they took.

wild dog
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He forgot to include the word "eventually."
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The Drs were under threat from AMA, hospitalist and
administrators, they would be reprimanded, taken to the board,
or fired. A large portion of the physicians I know and work with
believe in the propaganda from the CDC, but when I asked then if
they had read the Pfizer safety data, 90% said no! They are
jabbed!!!

tyberious
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There are many others that said fuque it and quit. Some are
posting constantly on bitchute, Substack and Gab right now.

Prescient_Sentient
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for the first time in their privileged lives, western doctors
need to deal with the spiritual aspect of their role in society.
the science has abandoned them, forsaken them, taken
advantage of them, made them agents of wrongful death,
mass-murder, and destruction of the righteous and
innocent.

doctors today have to face that fact.
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You can become a doctor but be extremely stupid at the same
time. Most doctors are good at machine like learning by heart
without involving any critical thinking.

First world people are forcefully vaccinated because they want
them dead because they are intelligent and educated and
pose a threat. Deep State don't want that. They need obedient
low iq workers from third world countries. Zombies happy just
to make a buck. 
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They are repeaters. And too materialistic to see causality
which is outside the world of effects.   

Turbo_diesel
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There are different doctors. Many just go into medicine for
the money and societal prestige. There's a lineup of
attractive modest gold diggers looking for MD's.

Many others choose medicine as they have a drive to help
save lives.

Uncoy
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I want to see Pfizer's immunity shield pierced...if it can be
proven they knew all of this and deliberately obscured it (they
did), it can void the immunity provided by 'warp speed'....then
we roll out the guillotines once they've lost every penny they
have.

obama swallows
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This is the only path forward.  All profits, from all sleaze-bag
outfits need to now be taken back and used to repair and
rebuild. Doctors must demonstrate an ability to think
critically as a condition for licensure. Universities need to
stop chasing grant money. Big money needs to be taken
from political campaigns. Time to throw over the big, rigged
Monopoly board game.

dam vid havet
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they will be hunted down. There is no escape, whatever
piece of paper they got signed.
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A lot of the Texas doctors and nurses refused the jabs from
what I heard. Now it may have been leftists 2 minutes of hate
that day to blame emergency room problems in Texas on
doctors and nurses not coming in because they didn't have
the jab.
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username checks out

duo
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Vax or saline??

DeathMerchant
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99.9% of the time Murder is about either Love or Money. It’s always
about the Money when States commit Mass Murder. 

gregga777

The majority went along with it all for the pay off.
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The majority of Germans went along with Hitler. The majority of
Chinese went along with Mao. The majority of Americans went
along with Roosevelt. Humans can be obtuse at times. 
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You abuse the word "love." 
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Power is more than 0.1% of the reason.    A LOT more. 

TBT or not TBT
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Money IS Power. 
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A lot of fear involved in murders too. Him or me. The bastard hits
me. One of us controls this block's drug sales and one of us dies.
Etc.
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Ego, too.  He disrespek me.

Anno Domini
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I'm looking forward to homeopathy taking its rightful place back at
the forefront of medicine, as it was since ancient times, until
Rockefeller set it back 110 years.
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The hatred is earned and it is permanent.

chunga
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Is Lovey, Ravishing RN still employed? She's been in my prayers. 

4thmeal
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The medical profession and traditional journalism will NEVER
recover in America. We are not going back to that world, and those
folks will be lucky if they don't wind up in prison or assassinated
from grieving family members.

A new decentralized journalism is already springing up and is vastly
more truth seeking. As far as healthcare, we will see folks begin to
assimilate the idea of natural PREVENTION, not living like a fool and
then "asking your doctor if Big Pharma is right for you!"

We are living through a watershed in human history. There will be
tremendous trials and sacrifices ahead. In my heart, I am confident
the game is going to end very differently than the elite plan.

Sane Like Me
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There is no replacement for trust in a society. Without trust a
society is doomed.
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Great point, when you lose basic trust, the society has to
splinter into sub groups and is basically done for.  I think the
awakening is only going to be at best half of the population. 
Either way, if the result of the awakening is great distrust of
most major instituations, then the society is toast.

jpk
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The only way to rebuild trust in this society would be
through public mass executions of those who pushed this
garbage, to discourage anyone from trying again for a few
generations. And 'mass' in this case would probably mean
tens of thousands of people, if not more.

krda
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Hence the gift of vibrant diversity brought to our shores by
Democrats since '65.   We are feeling the love and trust every
day. 

TBT or not TBT
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Sane Like Me, excellent post.  I think it will be a weeding out
process and yes, we are on the precipice of an event having
species level ramifications.  If the healthy are not outwardly
executed after the Darwin Event runs its course, holistic
prevention and treatment could well win the day because the
untainted survivors will have a complete disdain for chemical
medicine and its merger with the state.  Totalitarian states of
the past have all used medicine as a weapon against the
people.  If that "survival event" happens as we both seem to
imagine, that could well be the outcome.

You are also correct about the explosion of Independent
Journalism, which the state is desperate to snuff out.

Genetically Original
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Some of them did receive their just desserts after WWII:

https://t.me/dissident_priest/5541

Tirion
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Big EVERYTHING sucks.

Leroy Whitby
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There are groups of Drs and Nurses who refused the shot, and are
organizing to open their own clinics independent of federal funding. 

Medicare and Medicaid are the two big clubs held over hospital
groups to force them to take the shots.  So these new groups will be
private pay only...but they'll also be FREEDOM providers.

It's an option coming soon.

14All
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Maybe more reasonable fees in the decentralized medical
services

nmarshall
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I would love to work for such an organization; do you have any
names/locations?

sparky139
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www.novaxmandate.org

Two Theives and a Liar
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What is worse is that this was by design to get out from under the
weight of the economic crimes of the last 50 years. It is mathematically
impossible to pay off the obligations owed to 10s of millions of
Americans so they are going to be disappeared to the graveyard.

manofthenorth
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Yep, SS increase for the year is well less than CPI, which way lower
than real loss of purchasing power for retiree living costs. 

TBT or not TBT
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who said it pays to grow old & milk the young?  SS is a perverse
thing. Quit paying. Let it sink. Begin Again.

peippe
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Average couple is putting in over 250,000 in taxes to Social
Security/Medicaid/Medicaire (including the employer payments
on their behalf) by retirement age now. In decent dividend stocks,
they would be earning a significant sum every year, from the first
year of their savings, if this was private. Many 10's of thousands
a year as they aged, with none of this 62 years old or 67 years old
crapola. Does a stroke or a bad back or a heart attack or cancer
wait for governement declared ages before it strikes? Does your
child get a serious illness and need financial help on a
government imposed schedule?  And if you die before your
spouse is a certain age . . . poof . . . all those savings are gone,
just as the spouse needs them. AND when you die, your spouse
only gets one Social Security check, not the two. And adult
children get nothing if you don't have a living spouse. No
bequest. It's not a good deal. Might have been for a few decades
of excess payouts, but now that government inflation numbers
are phony, nope. Not a good deal.
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Our biggest expenses today are medical care, housing,
education, insurance and social security/medicaire taxes and
income taxes. Bankers, insurance companies, educators and
politicians are bleeding us dry.

Leroy Whitby
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With at least $21 trillion unaccounted for/stolen from just 20 years of
Pentagon budgets, a collapse of government is a final way to cover
the money trail.

BetweenThe Coasts
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Hey the big guy has to get his 10%  Come on now  you know the
thing

WeAreAllBozosOnThisBus
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Yep - I have lost all faith in the Medical Establishment.  

Buzz-Kill
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I did not lose faith in the medical establishment.  I never had any to
begin with.

Genetically Original
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Thank you; a true patriot. You can imagine where all this would be w/o
ZH? Our sons and daughters, fathers and mothers, brothers and
sisters, lifelong friends scoffed at us, belittled, derided us, denied our
every word; prayed for us to get sick and die. Every left wing media
outlet in the world should be shuttered; politicians and their alphabet
accomplices jailed forever; many, many others guilty by association
and support. We have come this far, we will not break; they misread us.
It's life or death and that is the punch in the face truth many refuse to
acknowledge.

14thecountry
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Pfizer is definitely corrupt but the vaccine is a huge success. I can't tell
you how much peer pressure, shaming and coercion I've had to
deflect. Just look forward to the freeways cleating up.

Undesignated Survivor
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Rushing to get their body experimented on like a black friday crowd

throaway101056
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YOHO. You know, gallows. 

No work on Sunday
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The COVID-9/11 Vaccine disaster is going to make the Thalidomide
disaster look trivial in comparison. 

How many years* did it take for the relevant authorities to act after the
horrendous birth defects caused by a simple tranquilizer, Thalidomide,
given to pregnant women? Now these mad scientists are insisting on
giving gene therapy to pregnant women. The true horror is that none of
these government officials, scientists or doctors will ever face any
consequences for the evil they are inflicting on humanity. 

[*Thalidomide was first synthesized in 1954 in Western Germany. It was
first marketed in 1956 in West Germany. It was then available without
prescription. It was first marketed in the United Kingdom in April 1958.
As early in 1960 unsuspected side effects were being attributed to
Thalidomide. It’s teratogenic hazards were raised in West Germany in
October 1961. It was withdrawn from British and German markets at
the end of November and December 1961. In some countries it was
still available until the end of 1963. The total number of victims are
unknown because many babies were born dead or died shortly after
birth. How many victims will ultimately die because of the COVID-9/11
Vaccines?]

gregga777
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Most of these idiots don’t even know that pharma and the ama have
been experimenting and killing for decades.  

GadsdenFlag
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If Francis Oldham Kelsey was around nowadays, she'd be labeled
anti-science, bullied and censored. 

4thmeal
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How many babies?  Stillbirths?  Miscarriages?

Socratic Dog
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Thalidomide birth-defects are stunningly grotesque.

https://www.smithsonianmag.com/smart-news/thalidomide-
manufacturer-finally-apologizes-for-birth-defects-survivors-say-
its-not-enough-24085623/

MayIMommaDogFace2theBananaPatch
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Good question. The Pharmaceutical Industry, aided and abetted
by Gangsta Governments, worked diligently and tirelessly to NOT
count or publicly release the numbers of birth defects, stillbirths
and miscarriages. 

gregga777
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Won't be known for years.  It may never be acknowledged. 

Jethro
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Tbh I hope you are right and the medical field doesn’t recover.  The
cdc/fda and the current approval system is a pharma sponsored cash
grab.  Wellness in this country is pathetic.  We traded early childhood
illness for vaccines and a lifetime of immunity issues, allergies, mental
health, chronic disease and more.  The fact that pharma has no liability
for the vaccine schedule should tell everyone everything they need to
know.  

GadsdenFlag
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"Indemnity", not liability... there's a difference...

Zandalf
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There is no such thing as legal indemnity for murder.

rag_house
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And disband the government. The field of government will never
recover. Who can trust a politician or bureaucrat after this? Who can
trust a system that only goes one way - towards totalitarianism and
towards killing its own people?

TheLastOfTheV8Interceptors
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Thank you Sir. 

ChargingHandle
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It all ended when they unblinded the study and vaccinated the placebo
group - just before the ADE avalanche began.

gmnst
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This entire operation was done knowingly and willfully. Just like a
playground bully, the global elite don't have any fear that the
brainwashed, emasculated public will do anything about it....

-An0nym0us-
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They fear the rebels just like any empire

throaway101056
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This is about getting data for importantly shots, in addition to mass
depop. 

DHS Fusion Center
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I agree with Reiner Fuellmich’s call for a Nuremberg 2 Trial for all those
involved.  Justice must be served on everyone who aided and abetted
this genocide!

DragnetRedux
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Pfizer vaccine analysis (Relative Risk Reduction vs Absolute Risk
Reduction)

https://rumble.com/vobcg5-relative-vs-absolute-risk-reduction.html
(2min)

 

The Pfizer Inoculations Do More Harm Than Good

https://rumble.com/vqx3kb-the-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-
than-good.html (30 plus minutes)

If you are on social media - careful about posting, but spread far and
wide to anyone who might listen! Thanks.

Kefeer
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I know, and they will rue the day they allowed themselves to go along
with this shit show.

Buck Johnson
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This will make the Vioxx debacle look like child's play.  

You're correct.  The medical / Pharmaceutical / public health fields
blew it completely.  I'm not even completely sure why, other than an
attempted grab at prestige and power.  I never would have guessed
that modern bolshevism would use doctors as political officers. 
But...here we are.

Jethro
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^ This. 20 years in pharma in GCP, GLP and GMP, regulatory meetings
in Washington with FD@. What is happening is so wrong, in all
branches of developing, testing and approving a new drug, it is beyond
criminal.
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trials and convictions would help

pureblood non GMO Human
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I logged in just to ask how do you have 27,000 up-votes when I've
never saw your moniker?

Ophiuchus
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greatreject.org/europa-the-last-battle-full-documentary/

6 parts, solid gold. 

ZeroHedgeOtter
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Fraud convictions even on Pfizer's wikipedia page.

Gone
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You have to go back to the FDA approval letter for Comirnaty and see
all the dates for study of adverse reactions in different age groups and
not that they are to be submitteed in years 2023 to 2025 and yet the
drup is being pumped into people including kids TODAY.

SoDamnMad
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We now all know that it is the same mob that is running all of our once
sacred institutions The take over is complete and the results are there
for all to see around us in this once wonderful country. 

YouJustCouldnt
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No they won't, but the upside is people will research and become
proficient in herbal, homeopathic remedies. Sort of like what we did
prior to the Rockefeller's taking over the medical world more than 100
years ago.

kathaleend
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All vaccines are poison 

Antivaxxer kekekekekekeke
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And don't forget our great news media who hounded and pounded this
debacle 24/7 on every form of media we have.  They alone have gotten
the people so afraid they have become rabid.

flajim7
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Don't forget the news media who hounded and pounded this babble
from the CDC and Fauci 24/7 on all forms of media.  They have gotten
the people so scared they have become rabid.

flajim7
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We can only hope that big pharma and the modern stone-age medical
mafia will die a hard death.

Tombstone
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It's easy to blame pharma and government, but it's the media that
enabled this. They created the climate, enabled the censorship,
demonised opposition. There is no point putting politicians and medics
on trial without the news anchors too.

FrankFisher
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It is interesting reading and watching Malone undergo the transformation
from "this is all crazy talk," to "Holy S**t, this is actually happening."  Pretty
much my experience over the last 10 years or so.  Welcome to the party,
pal.

LetThemEatRand
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The red pills are the hardest to swallow.

A Lunatic
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May be they can put them in jab form then?

IvorMcTin
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Here's an idea.  Why don't we figure a way to grow the red pills
into stuff like lettuce, and broccoli?

grekko
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It is ironic that the authors of Matrix who coined the "red pill"
expression themselves are not red pilled.  Realizing that almost
everything you thought you knew is an illusion, is a truly jarring
experience. Normalcy bias prevents many people from ever going
there until it affects them personally in a substantial way.  Robert
Malone is experiencing the wrath of the deep state for daring to
speak the truth, and he is clearly freaking out about it (in his
subdued logical way). Suddenly he realizes that they will lie, censor,
and attack to prevent the truth from coming out.

LetThemEatRand
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Authors of the Matrix did not "coin" the red pill expression.  They
plagiarized it from Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland.

Malone isn't "suddenly" realizing anything about being censored
and attacked--it's been happening to him for almost two years
now.

chiquita
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Lewis Carroll to my knowledge never used the expression "red
pill" or "blue pill."  Plagiarizing would be lifting the text.  They
did make an allusion to Alice in Wonderland, but the
expression was theirs.  Or let me know if I'm wrong -- I could
be.

LetThemEatRand
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Well, how about the Joan Baez song Go ask Alice?

TBT or not TBT
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Grace Slick wrote and sang the Go Ask Alice song, not
Baez. 

GKCmystic
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There’s Arlo Guthrie’s Alice’s Restaurant…..

Lord Raglan
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Ahhh Grace Slick,  that lady could sing.  I was watching
some black and white videos of her doing live gigs a couple
of nights ago.

yarpos
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Song is titled 'White Rabbit.'

Anno Domini
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Good comment! I am going to be thrilled to no end IF my
immediate family has their "red pill" moment cuz right now I'm
getting the leftist "follow the science" bullship from ALL sides
these days.

Prescient_Sentient
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Hopefully that moment doesn't come in the form of death!!

Southern Cross
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The death of all (or most) of those who took the death shot
is pre-ordained.  It's going to happen whether from stroke,
heart attack, massive organ failure, or cancer. 

We had all better start getting our mental house in order to
be able sustain substantial death rates for at least the next 3
years.  Most imminent and merciful deaths will be prior to
Memorial Day.  Lingering sickness (destroyed immune
system) and cancers will take the longest.

The good news is that it's mostly leftists.  Good riddance to
bad rubbish.

14All
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The weakness to the scientific method is that it is
conducted and explained by humans.

 

amadeus40
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The failures here were upstream of the scientific method. 
The method worked fine.  There's TONS of data out there
about how these "vaccines" are hot toxic garbage.  Look at
VAERS alone.  The problem is that there was no one
trustworthy watching the Watchmen.  No mechanism to
derail this conspiracy other than a bunch of heroic individual
putting their asses on the line screaming "This is bullshit!" to
anyone who would listen.  At least that part seems to have
worked - if a bit too late for the folks who trusted
government and big industry way too much for their own
good. 
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The Wachowski's are both transvestites now. Maybe they were
red pilled, like Cypher in The Matrix, and then decided they'd
rather have phony riches than real struggles.

Leroy Whitby
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But the blue anons could never swallow a red pill,  it's much to
triggering

WeAreAllBozosOnThisBus
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Been very hard too even keep part sane the last decade too the reality
of what has been happening.

The poor suckers who were so into FB and Twitter never realized a
thing.

They took the blue pill and thought this was brilliant.

GreatUncle
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so wierd to have spent two decades recoiling from cellphone culture
and disgusted by political correctness, all the time feeling strange
and doubting my own normalness and unwillingness to "play along",
only to have this happen, with all the vaxxed retards who do what
they are told, who deride those who think, who make money when
the trough is filled by the farmers, all these pigs sucking on clotz
and falling dead from their chairs, it is sad and dispiriting to think
that their innocent play-along-with-it, their willing natures led them
to such a sordid, ignoble end. falling dead from the clotshot, what a
stupid way to die.
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I think hunting season may be opening soon.... I hear it's no bag limit
on communists this go-round.... when the general public starts to
comprehend what is happening,  there will be a lot of trophies taken,
you can be damn sure of that.  Pop some corn and enjoy the show.  

James B Hickock
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I doubt it. Most people are too docile to do anything but voice their
complaint in a text or tweet.

OldNewB
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That’s not really a bad thing. Think of the chaos if 100% of all
males were natural born killers instead of the estimated 2%. 

gregga777
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Until they're pushed and bullied to the very last nerve they have
in their body.

Prescient_Sentient
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If I am every fortunate enough to be onA trial jury for the murder of
someone involved in administering the program or promoting the
propaganda, I am going to wear earbuds in the dock and listen to
King Crimson for the entire proceeding. Won't need to hear a thing,
INNOCENT!

Sane Like Me
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Wink at the defendant so he does not get scared and take a plea.

SSmitty13
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These days they just go for a supermajority jury vote to get their
convicrion

Lockesmith
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Have to start with the leaders.  

Like the German Freikorps killed the Communist  leader Rosa
Luxemburg after WWI.  Shot her in the head and dumped her over a
bridge.  She and her co-leader.  That was the end of the
Communists.

Lord Raglan
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I used to think so, but now I'm  not so sure.... there's a case to be
made that once a few dozen local communists  catch a dirt nap,
others will be unwilling to enforce their illegal dictates.  Alexander
Solzhenitsyn said it best when, in hindsight,  he wished they had
only taken bats & whatever they could find to Stalin's thugs
earlier, when they had first come to take them to the camps. 
Bottom line, the feds need the locals to enforce their rules on a
mass level.  If the locals are scared of retribution... well, things
may go differently.   But, I definitely agree, if you have the chance
to cut a head off the snake, dont hesitate!! 

James B Hickock
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"Welcome to the party, pal"

Hahaha 

I'm glad I'm not the only one who feels like John McLane trying to call
the police. 

Where the hell is Al Powell when you need him? 

Ghost of SilverIsMoney
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Dr. Vernon Coleman... he knew and he was the first. We're talking Feb
and March of 2020, he spelled it all out to the letter and hasn't been
wrong since. When his youtube videos got wiped, I knew he was over
the target. I knew that this man was authentic and I listened carefully.
This man opened the door for me and we all owe him a debt of
gratitude.

dam vid havet
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I;ve had the same journey,,,

Niobium
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it must be hard to watch your life's work, of which you are proud, being
used to commit genocide. I wonder if Rutherford would have thought
the same when the atomic bomb was created, had he not died 2 years
before WW2.

Juche Tony
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I want to thank my instinctual mistrust of government and the
pharmaceutical industry for saving my life.

endofdays
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Amen, Brother.

Jury_rggd
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So far...

NoPension
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Yet

57WarChild
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On a short enough timeline we all survive. 

TBT or not TBT
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If schools still taught critical thinking everyone would distrust the
government and pharma 

GadsdenFlag
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The MSM also fit into that category, but it's truly depressing when you
have to add most doctors to the list.

anarchitect

I have certain rules I live by. My first rule: I don’t believe
anything the government tells me. Nothing. Zero. --George
Carlin
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"FURTHERMORE, we have also been living through the most massive,
globally coordinated propaganda and censorship campaign in the
history of the human race."

Without question this is true.

Bay of Pigs
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Does anyone else find this guys come to Jesus moment to be
contrived or at least suspicious?  He openly admits in the interview his
relationship with CIA personnel, the DoD, etc.  I have no idea what the
end game is, but him getting kicked off twitter and then having a
Rogan interview the next day seems a little too coordinated to me...

ledhead1789
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Everything is an illusion. Why has he not been put down like some of
these other scientists or doctors that spoke out?  Ever wonder why
so many alternative practitioners suffered accidentally or suspicious
deaths a few years ago? Like Dr. Bradshaw in NC?
 https://www.naturalblaze.com/2016/06/50-holistic-doctors-have-
mysteriously-died-in-the-last-year-but-whats-being-done-about-
it.html

https://naturalnews.com/2021-12-08-andreas-noack-dead-
graphene-hydroxide-covid-vaccines.html

Thinking Thoughtfully
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Malone has been speaking out for a year or more about all of this.
He was against rushing the jabs from the beginning.

Bay of Pigs
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I know.  I guess my question is more is he a whistleblower?  I just
have an inherent mistrust of people that work for the DoD and
CIA in particular.  It seems they always have an agenda or ulterior
motive.

ledhead1789
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By now, you have (or should have had) more than enough intel
to come to your own conclusion... we don't NEED his
contribution, those of us who were watching early on saw the
scamdemic for what it was & is.

 

Don't allow yourself to get bogged down in the details when
the full picture is now right in front of your face... 

 

It doesn't matter if its de-pop or Global ID or digital currency
or whatever... the bottom line is it is a global assault on
freedom..  start there... 

 

Good luck... 

Eyes Opened
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Agreed 100% - that's why I like how James Corbett has
continued to hammer away on those points rather than get
bogged down in germ theory vs. terrain theory, etc.

ledhead1789
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It's not about the jab, it's about controlling the public...

They are moving everyone towards thier digital totalitrian slavery
system...

(Working for imaginary money in cyberspace only to be price
gouged with electricity & internet bills)

The public is wakening up & that scares the hell out of the elite...

The Revolution has already begun.

HoodRatKing
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6AhICt3iGZM

Ricky Lahey
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Notice in the above missive how he carefully steers blame away
from the WEF.

Limited hangout.

However, he is generally pointing in the right direction.

Anno Domini
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au contraire, his words confirm his belief that the WEF is doing
this all intentionally and had it pre-planned. he is accusing klaus
"anal" schwab of mass murder and crimes against humanity.

btw, the wef claims to be an independent agency, but it was
founded by the same people who formed the UN and it receives
sponsorship and funding from the UN; it is, in fact, a UN
subsidiary organization. the enemies of humanity are the
controllers of the United Nations.

keeper20
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Agreed.  This man is no hero. I heard him early on, interviewed by the
Fuellmich team and he presented as cagey as can be and full of big
and deliberate omissions.  Toward the end, I could hear his wife
correcting him and urging him to shut the interview down. What it
sounded like to me was someone terrified they would be pointed out
as complicit in genocide and who was now trying to save his own skin
by gently dancing on both sides. I think his friendship with Steve
Kirsch may have opened some doors, steeled him and ultimately
coaxed him over the edge. While useful, make no mistake about it. 
This man knew what was coming all along and his first concern was
saving his own skin.

dam vid havet
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Alex Jones... Proven correct once again... 

The_Dude
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Maybe he was right about all of them vitamins he was selling?

Vic Chaos
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As is Whole Foods and Amazon. 

crypto_master
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What ever happened to that big law suite against Walmart for not
even putting in the container, what they said was in the Container of
Vitamins.  somebody got paid off Big Time on that one i guess

Dragon HAwk
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The Medieval Climate Optimum or Warm Period was a period of warm
benign weather that saw grape vineyard cultivation and wine
production in England. French wineries even petitioned to restrict
imports of English wines. But, the onset of the Little Ice Age, ~1300 AD
to ~1850 AD, marked a period of chaotic weather that proved
devastating to agricultural productivity. Famines quickly followed in
Europe and England. Those English vineyards and wineries quickly
disappeared. Fast forward to today:

GRAND SOLAR MINIMUM 101: THE FUTURE LOOKS COLD

NOVEMBER 18, 2021

https://electroverse.net/grand-solar-minimum-101-the-future-looks-
cold/

Chinese civilization with written records goes back many millennia.
They have records of what we now know as sunspots far older than
any in the West. They know that there’s a high correlation between
extended periods with low sunspot numbers and chaotic climatic
conditions. It is quite likely that the People’s Republic of China’s Belt &
Road Initiative and extensive presence in African agriculture are due to
their knowledge of an impending New Little Ice Age, ~2030 AD to ?
AD. They have been improving their energy & food security for
decades while the Polititutes in their Western Satrapies (aka the
allegedly Free West) have been deliberately destroying their own. 

The Chinese developed COVID-9/11 in a bio weapons laboratory with
scientific assistance and funding from the former Constitutional
Republic of the United States of America. Death rates have since
spiked sharply higher in the United States. Mass murder is all part of
#6idet’s 6rokeback 6olshevik Totalitarian Nightmare agenda. 

gregga777
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Further reading:

In the books cited below, Mr. Brian Fagan emphasizes that during
the Little Ice Age, even more so than the colder climate, was the
chaotic unpredictability of the weather. At times there were several
years in a row of cool, cloudy, rainy weather that ruined crops
across vast swathes of Europe and England causing widespread
famines. I think that's much of what we're seeing now and what we
will continue seeing periodically throughout the weak Sunspot
cycles for decades throughout this century. 

https://smile.amazon.com/s/ref=nb_sb_ss_c_2_11?url=search-
alias%3Dstripbooks&field-
keywords=brian+fagan&sprefix=Brian+fagan%2Caps%2C500&crid
=2F9VJ63VA6RIE

The Little Ice Age: How Climate Made History 1300-1850 (2000,
2001)

The Great Warming: Climate Change and the Rise and Fall of
Civilizations (2008, 2009)

The Long Summer: How Climate Changed Civilization (2003, 2004)

Floods, Famines, and Emperors: El Nino and the Fate of Civilizations
(1999, 2009)

gregga777
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brian fagan is a dumb conformist who worries more about
judaism and politics than about anthropology or truth. his books
spout traditional shibboleths (note derivation of word) to detract
from the contributions of others who provide new and valuable
information. he is a professional nay-sayer and perpetuator of
useful lies. do not accept his writings uncritically, compare and
contrast with those he disparages (there are many) and note the
insubstantiality and dependence on invocations of old, obsoleted
authorities to protect his sniping of others' new work. he offers
the world nothing but yesterday's lies told anew. he should just
stfu, imho.

keeper20
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i wouldnt be suprise if 777 is all that ... in fact it looks it is ...

Pandelis
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the Western governments decided that, rather than start a new
colonial era, it would be easier to cull their own populations to
numbers sustainable when the Ice Age hits.

Juche Tony
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Something is horribly wrong, and they are hiding it.

Unknown
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2007=youtube.com/watch?v=P_wwUgEei14&t=1s

dam vid havet
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It's not a failure at all - you misunderstand the objective of the experiment.

Ms. Erable
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Yes ... some of us realize what is the more likely goal here.

I actually thought maybe digital ID or some other plausible reason ...
but no they already have every power they would ever need.

GreatUncle
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I don't think they're done with the digital ID. Once the dollar crashes
and burns due to massive deaths and supply disruptions, assuming
we also aren't at war, it will be put into place. 

4thmeal
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They are definitely gonna need to keep tabs on the ones who are
left behind... because we will be motivated by justice & revenge...
and "owning nothing" means nothing to lose... 

Be careful what you wish for, Klaus et al.. 

😒

Eyes Opened
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Just like the past massive extermination & international control
revolutions by communism, Maoism & Nazism - all expressions of a
Godless psychosis obsessed with creating utopia by force, violence &
bloodshed - the pandemic  is today's ugly, modern extermination and
power-grab effort of globalism

 

 

UndergroundPost

This report implies that the federal workplace vaccine
mandates have driven what appear to be a true crime against
humanity
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"Forget it Jake; It's Chinatown."

Memorable bit of truth in a Hollywood movie from 50 years ago.

alexcojones
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And you'll pay through the nose

WeAreAllBozosOnThisBus
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At least over here at zerohedge we're wise enough not to inject ourself with
anything governments tell us is for our own good. Most of us have been
following Malone's advice for over a year. As for the Karen's in our families.
Just give them a copy of RFK's book. My democratic 70 year old New
England mother is currently freaking out between that book and Joe Rogans
recent podcasts. The dam may very well be breaking. 

Captive
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Reckon the Belgium vaccine developer was better ... Bosch or
whatever his name was.

I think what he said we are starting to see in hospitals now with the
vaxxed.

GreatUncle
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Geert Vanden Bossche?

His new website is here: 
https://www.voiceforscienceandsolidarity.org/

 

Anne_of_Green_Gables
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My family refuses to watch or read anything I give them, even if it's
from mainstream news, but counters the narrative. Fauci is their Lord
and Savior. He is science in the flesh.

clot shot
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I've often wondered if high trait nueroticism is associated with these
very anchored people. My mom is definitely more neurotic than
most of my other family members and was the most anchored.
Follows mass formation psychosis theory... fauci offers a solution
which lowers their anxiety. Honestly, I think people's opinion
preferences can be explained by core personality traits. I've hated
authority since I was 3 years old.

Captive
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It was 5 for me Captive. I’m a late bloomer. We would be
diagnosed with oppositional defiant disorder these days. 

JiveTurkey01
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Yep, I can relate, when I was 13 I heard that term thrown
around about me. I'm the most economically successful
person in my extended family in my mid 30s now by a decent
stretch. They're all well educated, but more academic types...
I've been resented by my relatives for some time.
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Well. I bet family get together s suck without you. Always
more of a fan of well read than educated. Even more of a
fan of calloused hands. And I have a couple pieces of paper
signed by some dean I never met. Hooray.

JiveTurkey01
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I hear you brother!

Prescient_Sentient
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... sounds like my family...maybe we're related?

St.Hahn
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It's already broke.   But when you have 60-70% of the population who
have already received the lethal injection, then you'll never see them
admitting their mistake.....they'll take that to the grave.

db51
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Not so sure.  Most Americans eventually think with their wallet. 
When they see health insurance premiums double, triple, and
quadruple due to the plethora of adverse reactions, they will be
asking..."Why".  Me thinks the elephant is already in the room and
about to take a big dump.

Fate the Magnificent
"Push the Button, Max"

Professor Fate
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While I hope the truth comes out, the MSM isn't helping. On my
local news, the local health department was saying that a 4th
shot needs to be seriously considered.

The stupidity burns.  

4thmeal
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they wont be able to pay their bills after the economic reset
this spring.

the old cell towers are going down and the switch to 5g will be
done then, while also taking the economky and probaly some
fake political crisis to go along with it all.

they won't have wallets to think with after this spring. mother
of all inflation, zimbabwe, weimar, dollar!

keeper20
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Good point. There's already insurance hesitancy from these
corporations due to all the damage weather has caused the last 6
months!!

Prescient_Sentient
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Noooo. If their premiums go up, etc, they'll believe the narrative
and blame it on the unvaxed. It will always, always be our fault.
All the way to the bitter end. 

whiskerino
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Even if they admit the mistake it’s probably too late for many of
them.  It doesn’t seem like the jab can be “undone”.  Best case for
many is lifetime of mild side effects 

GadsdenFlag
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I'm not so sure. The body is pretty resilient in most. If you keep
your lymphocyte levels healthy with good diet/sun/exercise and
don't get autoimmunity I think you can recover.  With multiple
doses yearly you're definitely fuqed. Niacin B3 may be helpful at
repairing endothelial damage. We'll probably see a spike in blood
cancers I bet like Leukemia. Low and behold gates foundation
has invested in a company called Chimerex that just got FDA
approval for its *smallpox* antiviral and a leukemia drug... follow
the money. 

Captive
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Some are saying nac and olive leaf to repair the damage (esp
endothelial damage) caused by the jabs.    If you have jabbed
loved ones, it’s worth a shot. 

endh1b
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if they would listen, ...

keeper20
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All the ferrets died.

911truther
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No such luck for me, my fam is too far gone now. I sadly, have to
report that I have 2 pfizer shots full of spike protein in me right now
and wouldn't you know it, I'm currently being bombarded with fury and
insults for not getting the booster. I'm thinking the long periods of
silence and ignoring me is better than the yelling and screaming. I was
a complete idiot for breaking down and doing it not once but twice!!
But not another...

The videos on bitchute of Dr. Campbell highlighting his spike protein
detox vitamin/mineral regimen, (yes there IS such a thing) is being
followed to the letter every single day.

 

Prescient_Sentient
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No worries man, try flusn Niacin B3 as well. It can help repair
endothelial cells. Just stay away from any future boosters and keep
your immune system healthy with sunlight/diet/exercise. Human
body is resilient. 

Captive
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ty

keeper20
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Good luck buddy.  It's comforting to know your body *wants* to heal
and was designed to do just that.

(NAC is an safe, anti-clotting agent. That should be in the good
detox protocols.  Also, anything that is good for your veins should
be on the list.)

Castle Refuge
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Stand firm. 

nmarshall
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'I'm thinking the long periods of silence and ignoring me is better
than the yelling and screaming.'

Get out. Do it now. Put distance between yourself and these people
who are not your friends even if they are your family.

I'm blessed because my wife and all my neighbours agree on this.
All but one of us was conned in to the first two shots but none of us
will take the booster, and we support each other. I couldn't live with
people who put pressure on me to do something which is wrong,
and who pressurise me to do it

Going Loco
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The ZH comment section likely saved my life during this scamdemic.

obama swallows
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what are you talking about?  Malone done got vaxxed.

dam vid havet
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I want to thank my microbiology professor for teaching me drug companies
are low-life, dishonest, murdering hyenas. He saved my life.

Pernicious Gold Phallusy
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You kind of knew it in your bones before this.                                         
        Incentivization will destroy so much. Sad. 

peippe
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The entire thing was a scam.  They've probably sterilized the entire western
world so we can be replaced by the third world population at an even faster
pace.

coletrickle45
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Why do you think the illegals aren't being forced to take the jab?
They're being loaded onto planes and flown around the country. 

clot shot
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Offsetting the death count yet the sheep sleep on.

57WarChild
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Also suspicious AF.  anyone with any ability to think critically was
going “WTF” over allowing illegals to be unjabbed while mandating
it for all the citizens.   

endh1b
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Bingo.    Good thought there my friend.

db51
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I'm ready to do my part to breed the surviving fertile girls as fast as
possible to save the West.

krda
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Hahahahaha  me too!

Prescient_Sentient
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I think we all must stand erect, ready to do our part, to make the
desert bloom again, so to say.

Sane Like Me
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What if they all look like Rosie O'Donnell or Hillary?

14All
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Ghouls like that are likely 4x vaxxed

coletrickle45
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Think of it as charity work, then.

MayIMommaDogFace2theBananaPatch
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They get the turkey baster 

Lockesmith
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To Save the West!

BetweenThe Coasts
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I'd like to apply for the position of Pimp.  Where do I send my
resume?

grekko
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LOL, "failure" to who?

To jab or not to jab was the easiest IQ test in the history of the world.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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The American Uni-Party Polititutes serve their Masters in Beijing not
the people in the former Constitutional Republic of the United States of
America. 

gregga777
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But if this is a test ... and all the jabbed perish.

How do you think the unvaxxed should feel about allowing government
to have any say in their lives anywhere on the planet? At that point
every unvaxxed should declare independence against all government
for what they have intentionally done. 

I am the king the elite says, populations must immediately behead
that elite.

Would you trust them to ever act in your interest again? Nope ... and
no person should accept any governance from them.

That question is to every government in the world.

GreatUncle
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They'll get to use next after the 60-80% are gone. Leftists are a
death cult

clot shot
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Well now that they've picked the low-hanging fruit ... it wont be
nearly as easy to harvest us purebloods... 

🤨

Eyes Opened
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GreatUncle hits another one out of the park.

It is already happening, GU. The process is dynamic, and you may
be assured there are more than a few who have come to the same
conclusion you and I have. The radical decentralization of social
ordering or governance is already happening. When Joe Rogan rolls
up 40M listeners and the president of the US gets a few thousand
for major policy announcements, the event horizon is coming into
focus.

It is unstoppable now. Why? Because the tipping point of those who
distrust authority has already been surpassed. Every attempt at
crackdown will just motivate those who have been unconvinced to
date. Every lessening of control will provide a vacuum for the forces
of radical decentralization to expand.

The "elite" should enjoy this Indian summer of their pelf and power.
Many of them and their families and fortunes will not be with us
much longer. And people the world over will be safer for it.

Sane Like Me
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I hope you're right.

obama swallows
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Once the mass deaths are over we'll raze the former Republic and
create a new one.

The heavy lifting will be over, the survivors, at least for one
generation, will be free.

14All
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"I hope I am wrong.  I fear I am right"  .   This has been the only rational
position for months now.  I used that same wording when legally informing
ex not to jab the <12 year old kid.  She would have been one of the first
dummies in line.

citizenavatar01
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The owner of the company I worked at took two jabs and got boosted. It
didn't kill him, but neurological issues forced him to resign. After his second
jab, he started to not be able to remember things he had done the day
before.

He kept remarking about how he just couldn't remember anything anymore.
After his booster, which his daughter nurse made him get, it seemed like he
went full on Alzheimer's. I went to see him and he started talking about
things that happened three years ago, telling me that I needed to get that
project done. 

He resigned in November and the new President of the company mandated
vaxxxes, boosters, and masks for everyone. With the threat of immediate
termination for non-compliance. So I walked. 

adr
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Sorry, but that's just f0cking over the top. And people are still working
there?

You escaped. Good move.

Happy New Year.

Wayne
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Sorry you had to do that. It's BS. Hopefully you will find somewhere
better.
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You are too smart for this world.
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Damn, should've made them fire you unless you rolled right into
another job.

Tons of WRONGFUL TERMINATION suits being compiled for future
litigation.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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100 year old neighbor, got her second dose. Fell down, next to bed.
Laid there all night. Off to medical bed in Lifecare center. Perhaps a
stroke? Who's to say. Kind of surly now, going into institutional care.
Covid is erupting in the Lifecare center she is at. Must be moved by
Jan 12th. : l              This may not end well.  

peippe
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I have the same problem of "forgetfulness" with my mother and step-
father.  The mental deterioration is rapid.

grekko
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I knew this would happen......and I'm not all that happy to be proven right.
Professional hubris, be it engineering or medical, ALWAYS leads to disaster.

Like i told the only other colleague in my office here in Singapore that is
unjabbed regarding the idiotic parents lining up to get their kids jabbed, "If
they don't want descendants, what can we do? We can only protect our
own kids, not everyone else's." . Those poor kids.....wish you had smarter
parents but then, this has always been nature's way of culling, stupid
parents, dead family.

 

It has been extremely difficult resisting all the coersion over the last
year....but i take absolutely no pleasure in having been right, as most
posters on this board have been.

Take an experimental jab for something you've likely already had that even if
you did get can't kill you? Always struck me as an IQ test.

What a shit show. Fvck.

 

UPDATE:

Just had a chat with my daughter who is attending poly-tech, told her to
keep quiet about her status as this news starts to permeate out. This will
cause panic eventually.

The insurance industry is private and no BS for profit so expect the vaxx
question to be on future policy forms. The covidians will assume its to
charge the "anti-vaxxers" more for being so dumb, but it will actually be the
other way around, if you're vaxxed you will have higher premiums. This is
coming if not already started.

 

squid

squid
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Based and being right pilled.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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usa universities are onto this lie-wagon now: they have a policy of
HEAVILY insisting that NO ONE, neither staff, not faculty, nor
student, should EVER ask <<health related>> questions, and no one
EVER should tell any <<health-related>> info. they dont want to
know that way they are not liable. simple as that. dont ask, dont tell.
that way the admins cant be pilloried for defying the COVID
master's voice, nor can they be sued for criminal negligence for
insisting that person X, y, or z be individually VAXXED to death. just
make the jabs mandatory, but never check, and never allow anyone
else to check either. that is their current survival strategy.

keeper20
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“….Other weapons — chemical, biological, bacteriological,
electronic, and nanotechnological — will then appear…. Chemical
arms will be capable of seeking out and killing leaders without
being detected; pandemics could be ready for unleashing at will;
complex genetic arms may one day be directed specifically
against certain ethnic groups…the chief weapons of the future
will be the instruments of propaganda, communication, and
intimidation.”

As with the lovable Henry Kissinger, Jacques Attali gives you that same
warm & fuzzy feeling every-time he speaks….

Globalist Banker Predicted Scamdemic & Genocide of The Useless

(The Bernician) For those who still doubt that the fraudulent, genocidal,
Communist-style tyranny of COVID-1984 was planned long ago by the self-
appointed Riders of the Pale Horse, as the unnatural denouement of their
reprehensible facilitation of Big Pharma Bolshevik Coups in almost every
nation worldwide becomes all the more pervasively obvious, prepare to have
any remaining illusions shattered.

The following statements, which were made in 1981 by powerful
international banker and unapologetic eugenicist, Jacques Attali, are taken
from Interviews with Michel Salomon – The Faces of the Future, Seghers
edition, which was published in France by Emi Lit when Attali was a senior
adviser to French President, Francoise Mitterand:

Moribundus

“In the future it will be a question of finding a way to reduce the
population. We will start with the old, because as soon as it exceeds
60-65 years man lives longer than he produces and costs society
dearly, then the weak and then the useless who do nothing for
society because there will be more and more of them, and especially
the stupid ones.

Euthanasia targeting these groups; euthanasia will have to be an
essential instrument of our future societies, in all cases. We cannot
of course execute people or set up camps. We will get rid of them
by making them believe it is for their own good.

Too large a population, and for the most part unnecessary, is
something economically too expensive. Socially, it is also much
better for the human machine to come to an abrupt halt rather than
gradually deteriorating. We won’t be able to run intelligence tests on
millions and millions of people, you can imagine!

We will find something or cause it, a pandemic that targets certain
people, a real economic crisis or not, a virus that will affect the old
or the fat, it doesn’t matter, the weak will succumb to it, the fearful
and the stupid will believe it and ask to be treated.

We will have taken care to have planned the treatment, a treatment
that will be the solution.

The selection of idiots will thus be done on its own: they will go to
the slaughterhouse on their own.
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Chilling and EVIL.

ch25061
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I think this is a false quote.

Going Loco
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nope. real quote, denied, but the denial is what is proven false. he
said it. they think it. it is real. deal with it.
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What do you think the purpose for this was? You don't really think it was to
prevent infection? No one is that dumb. Are they??

USNavy_SNAFU

What If The Largest Experiment On Human Beings In History Is A
Failure?
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Yes. In droves!

whether underground
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Exactly! I cannot believe the cognitive dissonance in the public. The
ones that see the evil, corruption, and damage, and yet believe that
these actors are trying to work in their best interest. "What is their
purpose, why are they doing this?" they ask me. "Stop listening to
them, and just watch their actions, it all makes sense" I tell them

There are no contradictions in life. Only unknown influences that
present the appearance of contradiction

bluskyes
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Up here in Ontario, all the news all the time is covid this and covid
that but NOT one minute of information on how the vaccines are
injuring or maiming or killing. No, that's not in their best interests.

Prescient_Sentient
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I'm in Ontario with you. I've heard Doug Ford is missing

bluskyes
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Lol. We did see him just yesterday on the tv holding a press
conference so he's back in the land of the living!

Prescient_Sentient
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Too bad, I was hoping they would find him at his cottage,
having choked to death on a fist full of french fries.

bluskyes
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What happened to critical thinking skills?

A corrupt education system?

Social media?

FinsterF
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TPTB find that a public with critical thinking skills is hard to keep
in line, so the education system has been dumbed down to
eliminate critical thinking skills as much as possible.  And the
mass media has come under the control of a handful of
connected rich oligarchs, who cooperate with the Deep State to
craft a narrative that keeps the public dumb, uninformed, and
distracted. 

Their program has been a remarkable success.  The Constitution
is routinely ignored while the Military-
Industrial/Congressional/Government/Wall Street complex is well
funded, public debt skyrockets, and oligarchs pocketed a $Trillion
in 2021.  And scams like CoVid can be used to immensely
profitable effect while hundreds of thousands die needlessly.

Al Tinfoil
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Do they still call it a conspiracy since that's all true?

Dolar in a vortex
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He's trying not to go full conspiracy theorist...

Dash8
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Avoiding the obvious...

bluskyes
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Look around .

crypto_master
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The 40% increase in mortality rate amongst working age people serves
the depopulation goals of #6idet’s 6rokeback 6olshevik Totalitarian
Nightmare. 

gregga777
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Follow the scientists; e.g., Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Pol Pot, Fauci…

Serious.Lee
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I am reminded of another experiment. 

A man who would cut the vocal cords of puppies so he doesn’t have to hear
them cry out in pain as he tortures them to death, for no good reason
whatsoever, is capable of just about anything.

AimeeZH
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My reply about what should happen to Fauci was held for revue.  

kharrast
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You know my Mother screamed at me when I attempted to tell her
about The evil garden gnomes experiments.   “I don’t want to hear it!”
She said.   It’s astounding and unbelievable that so Many are in
complete denial.  

endh1b
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taught by their television. do her a favor and sabotage the television.

keeper20
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I haven't a clue how many are dying from the jab but I know for certain that
the hysterical mentally ill response to a flu bug increased deaths for 18-64 in
nearly all categories, that is for certain.

HenryDavidThoreau
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Lots of suicide and OD in that age range.

COVID deaths were mostly very old sick people and morbidly obese.

Fat is by far the  largest "organ" on such people and fat is a breeding
ground for covid.

sbin
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Don't forget all the people who were murdered by remdesivir and
ventilators. It has to be in the hundreds of thousands. 

clot shot
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40% increase in deaths would equal to 800k per year increase. 

bornconfused
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And not one time in the past 2 years has The Garden Gnome™ ever
recommended exercise, better diet, and losing a few pounds.

obama swallows
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Yep, anyone who's been reading the local obituaries for decades has
definitely seen it! 

boattrash
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Thats what I've tried pointing out to our locals. It's been a long time
since I've seen a week go by with less than 3 deaths in our small
community newspaper. 

Southern Cross
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Robert

Some of us have been talking about these very points for over a year.  When
the Shot rolled out (not a vaccine), it became clear that there was something
else afoot.  I had already done much research on the subject of Corona
Viruses and vaccination back in March of 2020 and came to the conclusion
that a true vaccine campaign could not happen as the many prior efforts
had failed with death and bad science.

Now here we are 20+ months later and all that I’ve thought would occur due
to this has come true and as I’ve watched the complicit media push this
agenda, all the time I’ve known what is they are really pushing and what is
coming.

Buckle up because it’s going to get really bad really soon and the lies will
continue to fool the sheep as they march to slaughter.

N3M3S1S
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If anyone wants to see what the numbers show, this is a great
resource.  Filter by age group and %.

 

https://www.usmortality.com/

N3M3S1S
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We aint seen nothin yet. 

Gold_Finger
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I fear you are 100% correct - and the motives are not difficult to
discern

Pippi_Lungstocking
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100% of the ferrets died in the rna vaccine trials for sars.   Not
immediately, it took 3-6mo (3yrs in human years) but their immune
systems all failed. So I be agree, give it 12 more months a few more
boosters and this is going to get way worse.  
 

 Plenty of people knew this before these vaccines were released but
we were all tinfoil hat wearing conspiracy theorists - who now are
looking more like Nostradamus.  

GadsdenFlag
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This isn't a failure. They killed animals long enough with mRNA that they
know what it does. Why is everybody so afraid to admit this is premeditated
mass murder?

It was also a US patented bioweapon corona to begin with. It's all
bioweapons research.

It's not like we haven't watch them false flag and lie us into wars that killed
millions of Innocents perpetually for two decades now. Let's not beat
around the bush.

Ms No
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Bush? As in Dubya Bush? The Rat Bastard who strangled us with his
Patriot Act?

Wal-Mart Greeter
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Although I don't have a lot of respect for him any longer, you guys
are all historical revisionists. GW actually fought the Patriot Act tooth
and nail. He kept insisting it wasn't necessary  but CONGRESS
demanded it.

He was the last voice of reason and gets blamed because it was
passed on his watch and despite his best advice.

Cheap Chinese Crap
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Get off the drugs son.  

Seek Shelter
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hell, I'ma War President

W was entertaining at least, brandon is like soap opera

 

creviceCaress
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fuk bush

keeper20
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To be fair the thing had already been written by Congress's little
helpers.   It got huge bipartisan support.      W was real good at
that. 

TBT or not TBT
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This. 100%

And if they are ever held accountable they will take an enormous shit in
the punchbowl on the way out of the party too. I'm talkin 12 monkeys
type stuff.

Breakaway Books
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It’s so obvious that the vaxxed  are dropping like flies

do you really need someone to connect the dots for you?

Codery
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My wife still does not believe any of it.  Conspiracy theories.  The CBC
and NPR support her views.

DjangoCat
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Marital discord could be more harmful then the vax. I hope things
get better for you soon.

TheLastTrump
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My wife did moderna early on.    PhD microbiologist on 50+
patents with deep knowledge of FDA regs and behavior(albeit on
devices not drugs).     She recognizes her error now and won't be
fooled again.  

TBT or not TBT
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she's not that bright !

OMIV
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trained to conform, hard habit to break, requires
independent thought!

keeper20
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My husband is like that too. We can’t even talk about this anymore. 

AimeeZH
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I am pushing a bit harder just now as we watch family and friends
come down with "breakthrough" cases.  She is very grumpy but I
don't think it is all my fault.  I hope realisation may come of this.

DjangoCat
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A bunch of his fully vax’d family members just had Covid over
Christmas. They range from slightly skeptical to Full Blown
Karen. I can’t talk about Covid, period, or my husband gets
visibly annoyed. Not one unvax’d person we know got sick. 

AimeeZH
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Or does she support their propaga.....er views.

Prescient_Sentient
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Mmmmmmmm, anyone else getting a slight, tingly feeling for 2022?

Budnacho
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It's going to be epic. No idea how many will be left. Not only vaxx
deaths but supply chains will be collapsing every where you look and
infrastructure.  Mad max.

BlueLightning
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Fury road and Furiosa leading the charge with her oil tanker.

Prescient_Sentient
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Kinda seeing chaos already.   Lots of places closed or very short
staffed.   Not sure if it is transient from all the jabbed getting
“omicron” though.  

endh1b
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I may be a huge Bill Gates fan by the end of this

we’ll see.  

Codery
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Go ahead and kick that tiger in the nuts and see what happens, screw
it, I’m tired of waiting.

booboo
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+100 of my votes....that was hilarious!!

Prescient_Sentient
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What if it wasn't an "experiment"? 

Dr. Malone is gold. He's a bit limited in what he will say due to his scientist
role, but he's gold.

Hive Raid
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Some might say he's "Bitcoin".....

Hotair
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Ah yes. The time tested bitcoin standard described by the Egyptian
Pharos. Thumb drives in clay pots lining the tombs. 

Muh roads!
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Thumb drives are not a good long term data storage method by
the way!  

Muh roads!
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I'll repeat my previous post:

VAERS shows 21,000 COVID vaccine deaths.  The CDC has extensive
research showing that deaths are underreported in VAERS by 95%-99%.
 So conservatively, the real number in the US is at least 500K, but could
easily be as large as 2 million. 

Annual death rate in the US is around 8.9/1,000 or 2.9 million.  Add the
middle of the vaccine death rate range and you have a 40% increase
(another 800K deaths).
 

 

 

gmnst
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Just cohencidence.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Take the UK declaration that they expect 300,000 new heart patients
due to the newly coined POST PANDEMIC STRESS DISORDER.

 

That's just the UK, and just heart ailments. Think about it! What are
they, 60 million pop?

TheLastTrump
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You are making the most important point.  We are witnessing the
greatest human health catastrophe in history - completely driven by
greed.

And it's just getting started.

gmnst
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The message is: "If you believe in Global Warming, be sure to get as many
jabs as possible."

J Jason Djfmam
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if they can convince you building 7 went down from a fire...you will believe
anything

morefunthanrum
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bshirley1968

"People today would rather be right than know the truth.  They
would rather stay in their warm cozy matrix, that says they can't
be that easy to fool, than to face the hard reality that there is an
evil so real and so powerful.......and not on teevee......that is
willing to kill thousands or millions to acquire the control it
desires......and they, these masses of people,  are powerless to
do anything about it......that is what really scares the hell out of
them.  They would much rather believe in an imaginary enemy
called terrorist than to face the reality of the psychopaths
running their world.......of which there is no escape."
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They got almost 20 years out of "terrorists".

markovchainey
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They are fact resistant.

Shifter_X
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It starts there.  Notice how quickly things have accelerated since then?

Building7
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I strongly urge everyone to listen to the three hour Joe Rogan/Robert
Malone interview.  I am about 1/3 through.  Malone's account of his
experience with the Moderna vaccine is chilling.  Yes, he took it.  Malone
experienced all of the cardiac symptoms associated with these jabs. 
Tachycardia, irregular heartbeat, extremely high blood pressure - Malone
calls his experience "a stress test for my aorta".  He survived it.  Many don't.

mike6972
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He will not survive it long term... maybe not even mid-term... sadly.

A good man... a patriot... a hero.

DeportThemAll
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He kind of eludes to his days being short…he’s accepted it I think
and why he’s doing what he’s doing. He seems legitimately genuine.
 

SmoothOpSF
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What’s sad is he is only 62 years old.   He said as such in the
interview. 

endh1b
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he should not have fekked with our genome, so it's between
him and his maker now.

keeper20
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It's not a failure,  but a screaming success, at the death,  destruction,  and
compliance of the sheeple it was designed for! 

PUREBLOOD REVOLUTION!  2022!

boattrash
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Henry Makow on his website said that Jacob Rothschild told him that
the elites were amazed and at a loss for words when they saw how
easily the sheeple of the world took to this jab. Estatic and thrilled!!

Prescient_Sentient
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"Tyranny is always better organized than freedom."

-Charles Péguy

So... let's get messy. 

🖕

 you Joe!

Misesmissesme
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When these health complications, and deaths really get rolling, and
there is absolutely no doubt the vaxx is the culprit...just imagine the
open season on the perps.  

They had to have factored this in, which is why i believe something
more sinister is in the works..

Theta_Burn
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Face it, the Karens will believe anything.

ipso_facto
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Power grid down if I was a betting man.

GreenTip4U
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First, I think they are going to do to independent journalism what
they have done to MSM. Folks like Gettr and Gab have gone
through a lot of money and effort to make themselves
independent, able to deliver their voice outside the Big Tech
Whores.

But what happens when a "mandate" claims the simple
publication of certain information is a public health hazard. Now,
you are not shut down by FB or Twitter. It is simply illegal to
broadcast anything, even from your own servers.

They know no limits, no bounds, no lawful authority. We must be
psychologically prepared for the most unthinkable actions from
these monsters.

Sane Like Me
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Don't forget the recent article here about the Cyber Polygon
simulation exercise the authorities are training for right now, all
power, water and banking grid going down. First there was the
Boston Terrorist bombing training scenario then the 2019 Virus
Pandemic Event 201 simulation. Oh boy!

Prescient_Sentient
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Imagine some Smuck spent half a Billion on his own private Bunker,
and his Security Guards and their wives all just called in sick and
changed the codes on the Front blast door.

Dragon HAwk
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I'm pretty sure they'll blame us purebloods. 

4thmeal
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Or maybe they're moving to their fallout bunkers to hide away for a
few years till things "settle down" lol....

Prescient_Sentient
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#FullDepends

💩💩💩

FJB is certainly a messy and worthless pile of
reeking 

💩💩💩

. 
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Best way too fight Tyranny is with chaos not a planned action where
every plan will fail.

GreatUncle
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Asymmetric warfare.   Targeted.

14All
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Describes how many of us feel and have felt for a long time after we first
suspected an enormous degree of evil behind this.

VAXXFREE

I hope I’m wrong. I’m afraid I’m right.
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In May my in-law died ‘heart attack’ he was wealthy and 64. Good looking
guy. His family Seattle libs so it was hush-hush bury Greg don’t ask
questions 

In July my childhood friend (53) suddenly died. His wife (hairdresser, I’m sure
they ‘believed science’ and got injected) said he lost his vision, became
mentally feeble, and died 8 weeks later from what doctors called ‘prion
disease’ 

In Sept a local legend of our neighborhood growing up, he was 60, state
wrestling champ and AF helicopter pilot, DIED too. They said ‘heart attack’

I’m getting pretty pissed off at this point. Everyone must have similar stories
within their circle. 

Magnum
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Yup, knew someone, took the 1st dose, next day wasn't feeling well so
he stayed home from work. When wife got home from work found her
husband dead. The very next day.

I don't think he wanted it but it was required.

Tau_lepton
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I have similar stories of good people who were perfectly fine until.   All
"suddenly." The biggest problem is people don't ask why, they just
assume it's just their time.  Let's see where we are by November.  
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hard to be sympathetic any more. if they were well enought to sit in
the car to attend their jab appointment, they were well enought to
ask what the hell is in that needle, and why you stickin me wid it?

if they were too stupid to understand the replies, sorry still not
sympathetic. life is very tough.

keeper20
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yup.

Neighbour dropped dead 4 weeks after his second moderna jab.
slender 69 year old retired contractor, never sick aa day in his life.

The family knows.

 

squid

squid
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suckers.

stop ignoring intelligent, honest, loving people, and start ignoring
the idiot box and the paid liars it promotes.

or else.

not a threat; rather an explanation of what is needed to survive.

keeper20
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My neighbor - in his 60s - died two weeks after getting his second
COVID vax. 

Ucuetis
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12 people - 2 dead, 4 temporarily injured/hospitalized and the
remainder wrecked for life.  2 are blind.  Blood clots on optic nerve,
inoperable. 

No one referred to above was sick, had any genetic or other
disposition that could account for these sudden onsets.  

Other than all of them were jabbed, some double.

Shifter_X
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As the deaths pile up they will continue the assault of the
unvaxxed to unimaginable levels.

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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I am amazed at how little people are talking about blood banks. This is a m
a s s i v e l y serious issue.

Who in their right minds is going to take the corrupted, life threatening blood
of a quad-vaxxed sheep, even if they desperately need it?! The purebloods
among us make up, at a best guess, 45% of the global population left.

These heinous criminals in their ivory towers haven't had their shots. They
want to destroy the blood of billions, forever corrupting the supply in a
variety of ways, no different to the way they pollute the air we breathe or the
water we drink!! Through these demonic shots, replete with corporate
indemnity for the mass-murdering war criminals that endorse them,
they are contaminating the entire blood supply on Earth!! This goes W
A Y FURTHER than simply categorizing adverse events... 

I recently gave blood. The person from the agency knowingly smiled when I
said I was un-stabbed. Not a single question was asked about my reason not
to. They knew as well as I do that my red is going to be absolutely vital in the
future. It makes up the gift of life that I never asked for, nor was
deserving of but was given to me in grace anyway.

I never knew my blood type... and it turns out I'm AB Rh Negative which
less than 1% of the global population has. I know I'm drawing from a
minute pool if I ever need blood in the future but I am an un-jabbed
pureblood with a high haemoglobin count that will remain that way until the
day I die. My blood plasma is universal meaning anyone can have it. The
finest plasma on earth runs through my veins. Kinda cool... but I digress.

Until that day, whenever He deems it, I may as well use the resources given
to me that are at my disposal... namely the blood running through these
God fearing veins.

I will never concede to, surrender to, back down or walk away from this
fight against these foul, disgusting, reprehensibly evil dogs. 

GFY Biden, piss off all you Democrat scum, rot in the grave Pfizer
execs, you can shove your jabs where the sun doesn't shine.

petulant elixir
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If you ever need a planned surgery, stock up your own blood with the
bank ahead of time. 

VAXXFREE
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There's no need as AB RH - types can take any negative charged
blood, with O - being the universal blood donor and AB - being the
universal plasma donor. The problem is in giving where only AB
types can take AB charged blood.

What I was trying to make clear - something that virtually
NOBODY in mainstream news or anywhere else basically is
talking about, is that these shots are a b s o l u t e l y
contaminating the blood supplies of billions of people,
rendering them useless for transfusion, meaning that millions
more people are going to die unnecessarily. 

You can't give and don't get blood contaminated with Hepatitis or
HIV, right? These shots are no different. 

This is, at least for me, the single most nefariously evil primary
function under the satanist's push to jab as many as possible in
the shortest amount of time, forever corrupting the human
blood supply...

petulant elixir
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I understand your point very well and it begs the question
whether blood they are given by donors is tested for toxic
substances like the "vaccines" or even ask the donor what their
jab-status is.

smacker

"What I was trying to make clear - something that
virtually NOBODY in mainstream news or anywhere
else basically is talking about, is that these shots are
a b s o l u t e l y contaminating the blood supplies of
billions of people, rendering them useless for
transfusion, meaning that millions more people are
going to die unnecessarily. "
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Sorry smacka, bold italics weren't meant to come across as a
personal vent but your point is huge. Imagine the ramifications
when you inadvertently get Pfizertoxin riddled blood in a
transfusion...

"Ask to see the f u c k i n g label"... bit late when you're
bleeding out and that's just how they like it. I just wonder
when the courtesy will be returned in kind.

petulant elixir
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LifeLibertyProperty

Association Between ABO and Rh Blood Groups and SARS-
CoV-2 Infection or Severe COVID-19 Illness

A Population-Based Cohort Study

Joel G. Ray, MD, MSc, Michael J. Schull, MD, MSc, [...], and
Alison L. Park, MSc

Abstract

Association Between ABO and Rh Blood and SARS-CoV-2 or
Severe COVID-19

This cohort study examines whether ABO and Rh blood groups
are associated with the risk for SARS-CoV-2 infection and
severe COVID-19 illness using data from the entire province of
Ontario, Canada.

Background: The ABO and rhesus (Rh) blood groups may
influence risk for severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection.

Objective: To determine whether ABO and Rh blood groups are
associated with risk for SARS-CoV-2 infection and severe
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) illness.

Design: Population-based cohort study. Setting: Ontario,
Canada. Patients: All adults and children who had ABO blood
group assessed between January 2007 and December 2019
and who subsequently had SARS-CoV-2 testing between 15
January and 30 June 2020.

Measurements: The main study outcome was SARS-CoV-2
infection, determined by viral RNA polymerase chain reaction
testing. A second outcome was severe COVID-19 illness or
death. Adjusted relative risks (aRRs) and absolute risk
differences (ARDs) were adjusted for demographic
characteristics and comorbidities.

Results: A total of 225 556 persons were included, with a mean
age of 54 years. The aRR of SARS-CoV-2 infection for O blood
group versus A, AB, and B blood groups together was 0.88
(95% CI, 0.84 to 0.92; ARD, −3.9 per 1000 [CI, −5.4 to −2.5]).
Rhesus-negative (Rh−) blood type was protective against
SARS-CoV-2 infection (aRR, 0.79 [CI, 0.73 to 0.85]; ARD, −6.8
per 1000 [CI, −8.9 to −4.7]), especially for those who were O-
negative (O−) (aRR, 0.74 [CI, 0.66 to 0.83]; ARD, −8.2 per 1000
[CI, −10.8 to −5.3]). There was also a lower risk for severe
COVID-19 illness or death associated with type O blood group
versus all others (aRR, 0.87 [CI, 0.78 to 0.97]; ARD, −0.8 per
1000 [CI, −1.4 to −0.2]) and with Rh− versus Rh-positive (aRR,
0.82 [CI, 0.68 to 0.96]; ARD, −1.1 per 1000 [CI, −2.0 to −0.2]).

Limitation: Persons who rapidly died of severe COVID-19
illness may not have had SARS-CoV-2 testing.

Conclusion: The O and Rh− blood groups may be associated
with a slightly lower risk for SARS-CoV-2 infection and severe
COVID-19 illness.
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Blood is the water of life and all this stuff is connected. That study
proves it in a small way but I have yet to see a single study on cross
contamination through blood transfusions from those who
have been jabbed giving blood to those who aren't. I am absolutely
certain there are no issues, the other way around...

I mean think about it. Would you take your water and drink from
a stream where executives from Pfizer, Moderna and J&J and all
their shitstain government buddies were pissing, spitting and
defecating in it upstream?

petulant elixir
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I don't see how we can trust corporate medicine at all after this. (And
probably before this, if we were a little smarter.)

If I really really need a blood transfusion to stay alive -- I'm planning to
die in my home.

Cirdan
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Agreed. I hope you never need blood, brother but if you do, you're
going to be drawing from a 40% supply that is decreasing by the
day thanks to these corporate f uc king fascists.

I had always thought there was something even more sinister under
the surface behind all this force to jab absolutely everyone and now
I am 1000% convinced it is to permanently and irreversibly
corrupt the human blood supply, like they have with food, water
and oxygen.
 

And now these psychopaths are trying to jab the pregnant and all
the babies being born. This is... without question... their end game,
as sick, evil and twisted as it is. Christ can't come back soon
enough.

petulant elixir
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They want to kill as many as possible and turn the rest into
obedient zombies.

smacker
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I've seen enough sickness and death with my own eyes among people I
know and love who stupidly took the jab.  This nonsense needs to stop
yesterday, and those at the top -- the GAVI/Gates Foundation/Rockefeller
Foundation/WHO/CDC/FDA profiteers and murderers must be brought to
justice in a civil, efficient, and highly visible way.  They need to hang, after
swift and fair trials to establish their complicity and guilt, of course.

fackbankz
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I appreciate Dr. Malone for speaking out. I mean this sincerely.

That being said, I'm simply amazed at how naive all these "scientists" are.
They have a classic case of "I'm too knowledgeable, respected and valuable
to be questioned- itis" and they've just cruised through the system over the
decades, never digging deep enough to see what was happening.

Keep digging Dr. Malone. It only gets worse.

 

edotabin
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It took Einstein 20yrs to convince the worlds greatest scientists the
theory of relativity was true. Darwin was a laughing stock to the
science community. The theory of plate tectonics was proposed in
1912. It took 50yrs for the science community to agree. 

GregT
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Dr. Malone has said: Most scientific “understanding” is best
expressed as a working hypothesis. Questioning science is how you
DO science.

AimeeZH
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Robert I know you're trying to give the medical establishment and vaccine
technology in particular a way to reverse themselves out of being part of a
global genocide.

However, this is not an experiment - and you are not supposed to
experiment with humans in any case - that's why you are supposed to
conduct animal trials.

If it was a genuine vaccine program it would have been cancelled after 50
vaccine deaths - that's what happened with the swine flu vaccine program.

It's not a genuine vaccine program when hundreds of thousands of people
have been killed and when the intention seems to be to kill as many as
possible as quickly as possible.

Onthebeach6
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Add to that, reports coming from France and Italy show that vaccine
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victims (wounded or dead) are being refused any compensation by
governments who are hiding behind "The vaccines are not
compulsory." The inference is that victims gave their consent to
participate in the trials when they requested to be vaccinated. The fact
that extreme coercion and propaganda was used to force them into
that situation is not accepted.

Just wait until Reiner Fuellmich gets hold of this!
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In a very twisted way they did. mandates are not law, but in fact
require the active consent on both contracting parties to be in any
way binding. Lied to yes, but participation is veiwed as consent in
law. This twisted rational is how it all runs

South Pacific
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Commented on this story earlier. Insurance companies don't fudge numbers
about paying out. They hate paying out. If this doesn't wake up every karen
and vaxtard, then nothing will. 

Habeebespurt
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There is no reasoning with them. They’ll read this and believe that’s
covid deaths. Remember, they already believe it’s the deadliest
pandemic evah. 

Greater Fool Theory
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You cannot reason with a Karen. That's why they're Karens - they're
unreasonable.

Ucuetis
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I checked a bunch of funeral home earnings calls, they've been 'surprised'
at the strength in business, over and above the 2020 pandemic levels.

Also the Harvard Veteran study, showing a quadrupled death rate.

And the heart specialists' practice in California with the boom in heart
trouble.

And the deaths on the athletic fields in front of millions.

And the 'sudden deaths' we've all seen.

Seems like kind of a lot of data points.  But then I'm just an analyst by
trade.  You know, maffy stuff. 

Jim in MN
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Harvard Veteran study, showing a quadrupled death rate.

Link please.

J 457
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Study: https://www.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/NEJMoa2115463

Data appendix:
https://www.nejm.org/doi/suppl/10.1056/NEJMoa2115463/suppl_fil
e/nejmoa2115463_appendix.pdf

Page 11: Figure S3: Negative control 2: Cumulative Incidence of
Non-Covid-19
Death Over the Follow-up

Rises to 1.5% in just six months.

US mortality rate in 2018 was 0.72% in a whole year:
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/products/databriefs/db355.htm

VA study showing Veterans mortality is broadly similar to US overall:
https://www.va.gov/vetdata/docs/SpecialReports/Mortality_study_U
SVETS_1980_2017.pdf

Jim in MN
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Not sure where you pulled the 0.72% for 2018 from. CDC (I know,
lol) has 0.869% for 2019. Either way, assuming we are
interpreting that Figure in Page 11 correctly, it is certainly
something to get to the bottom of.

Blankfeinzmom
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Counting this insurance thing that's SIX indicators all pointing the
same way.

That's some maff all right. 

Probably insurrectionist maff but hey, what can you do?

Jim in MN
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You mean being able to think and add figures. Wow, few and far
between. No, I'm not being sarcastic.

robe454
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Funeral Home earnings calls lofl....

Prescient_Sentient
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Now is not the time for fear but for ANGER.....RIGHTEOUS ANGER.

ch25061
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I think 'RAGE' is a more useful term.

ipso_facto
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I'm hearing no-bag-limit on communists this season...  Gear is packed,
rifles sighted in, and some Berger 300gr rounds loaded n ready....
can't wait!!! 

James B Hickock
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Just stay away from the poker table, Mr Hickock.

14All
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lol, lesson learned 

James B Hickock
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If it walks like a genocide, talks like a genocide, gets you fired from your job
like a genocide, gets you defamed, smeared and deplatformed like a
genocide, censored like a genocide, made a second class unemployable
citizen like a genocide and has a mass of dead and injured people like a
genocide but your leaders say it's not but just a really big mistake, does
their intention at that point even matter ? And why would you trust war
criminals to not lie to you? Trust me, the mass dead tell you, it's a genocide.

slackrabbit
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'“We made a big mistake. We didn’t realize it until now,” said Byram
Bridle, a viral immunologist and associate professor at University of Guelph,
Ontario, in an interview with Alex Pierson last Thursday, in which he warned
listeners that his message was “scary.”

“We thought the spike protein was a great target antigen, we never
knew the spike protein itself was a toxin and was a pathogenic protein.
So by vaccinating people we are inadvertently inoculating them with a
toxin,” Bridle said on the show
' https://www.lifesitenews.com/news/vaccine-researcher-admits-big-
mistake-says-spike-protein-is-dangerous-toxin/

OMG, what have we done?

Tau_lepton
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mistake my ass 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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It grows so tiresome to continuously see people pulling their punches.  The
inability to see the truth continues to cloud the issue.  If this is a public
policy error it is not the kind of error Dr. Malone is thinking of.  This error, if it
is an error, is a failure to keep the nature of the kill shots under better
wraps.  More time could be used to keep the cat in the bag and needles in
people's arms.  Death rates may be rising too fast.

Note that according to the CDC 243,527,564 (73.3%)   have taken one shot
and 205,811,394  (62%) are considered fully "vaccinated".  The current US
population is 333,957,710.  It should be clear that the 62% and 73.3%
means something.  If the kill shot is truly effective then one shot should
equal one death.  The only question is how long into the future it will take to
manifest those deaths.

Assuming the likely worst, nearly three quarters of the US population right
now are facing an early death.  How early?  That as yet does not have a
statistical estimate that is available to me.  Some estimates give this 3 years
to work itself out.  We shall see.

For the moment the above numbers should give people pause.  For all the
alarm of a 40% death increase which is already not statistically reasonable
the future promises far worse.  Insurance companies need accurate
actuarial tables to contain losses and make a profit.  These tables are
carefully calculated and not subject to such gross error.  That is, unless
something has fundamentally changed.  That change is reasonably the
Covid "vaccines".

The death and injury claims against these insurance companies can be
expected to be astronomical.  At least until the situation grows so chaotic
that it no longer matters.  None of these companies is likely to survive if they
have Covid "vaccine" exposure in any form.  That is a pretty blanket
statement, but look at the number of people who have taken the kill shot,
often more than once and consider what the US population will look like a
few years from now if all these people die.  Of course the effort to
"vaccinate" is not stopping.

Nor will it stop.  The people behind this are playing for keeps.  It is highly
doubtful that any legal stratagem will stop them for a functioning US would
have motive to hang them. This means hanging the President, the Congress,
and the senior and not so senior members of the bureaucracy at a
minimum.    

When things become chaotic force will be used in the name of public order
and the war on Covid.  A 100% vaxxed population is a 100% dead
population.  The perpetrators of this need only hang on until the vaxxed are
dead or they can justify killing the rest in the name of public order.  Then
they have the US and, by extension, the world to themselves.

Wake up people! A 40% surge in deaths as measured by actuarial tables
means the world has changed and not for the better.

Wantoknow
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Great post. This is an American communist/ Chinese communist joint
operation to subjugate America.

 

Ammo up, they’re coming over the walls soon.

TheLastTrump
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" The people behind this are playing for keeps. "\

people dont seem to get this yet. this is literally life or death, you or
me.

they have to cull fauci or fauci will cull them.

that is life on planet earth.

keeper20
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If this is a depopulation effort profits will no longer matter to anyone.
Your health is the only wealth you will need.

Note, the federal government through the CDC stepped in to vary the
terms of rental agreements between landlords and tenants. That is a
huge thing to have been done and it probably reduced some violence
on the streets of America. Contracts (life insurance policies) are not
sacrosanct and they will likely be voided by government in an effort to
curtail panic.

bsdetector
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No doubt,having worked with actuaries and underwriters in past jobs,
they don't Play with numbers like governments do. Very serious type
folks. This should chill people to the bone and be passed on as well. 

Habeebespurt
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It is already the worst experiment on humans in history. 
The question is: was it on purpose? 

DeAnza
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#plandemic

1980XLS
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Event 201 wargamed the whole thing.   Isn't the WEF amazing?

TBT or not TBT
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I believe there is no other logical explanation.

Savvy
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Agree.  Nothing else makes sense. They already have basically
unlimited money and perceived power and control.  I mean I guess a
full tracking vaccine id system gives them daily totalitarian power
but it just feels like a stepping stone to the bigger goal of lower pop

GadsdenFlag
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No no no, they don't have nearly enough power to suit them.

Prescient_Sentient
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There is no such thing as "enough" -- avarice is a sickness
and it cannot be "satisfied".

MayIMommaDogFace2theBananaPatch
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gadsdenflag, you forget that they are terrified of the malthus
end game, the peak oil, the black sun, the turning of the
ages. there are fears driving the elite to mass murder.

keeper20
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You don't even have to believe it WAS on purpose. If it wasn't, they
would have changed course late in 2021 when they saw the raw
numbers.

Instead, they doubled down and are upping the pressure. So we
don't have to quibble about it. They are exerting extreme pressure to
continue a policy of mass murder.

We have no government now. You have no moral authority to obey
it. The Founders told us what the path forward is.

Sane Like Me
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They need to get rid of the control group.  

TBT or not TBT
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That’s Phase Two

Pippi_Lungstocking
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Whadda ya mean was it on purpose? I don't think governments
could accidentally democide their populations. 

Algo Rhythm
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I now believe yes. Trump had Xi Jinping by the balls in his trade war,
and Xi had to change the game - and fast. So he ordered the WIV to
start releasing SARS-series coronaviruses. There may have been more
than one release if the first version didn't take, but they released a
good enough version in late 2019. The rest is history.

andrewp111
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But what about the NIH contribution and the gain of function story?

Prescient_Sentient
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read their WEF website, this is a two-hundred year culmination of
planning.
this is not about trump.
trump was about this.

trump was placed to take heat off killary's murder of Amb.
Stephens; trump was just a clown for hillary to insult on her way to
the white house, but wikileaks, kimdotcom, seth rich, and anthony
weiner stopped her ascent. this was planned long before trump was
even elected the first time. read the historical record.

keeper20
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No!

They accidentally withheld effective treatments

They accidentally destroyed the economy

They accidently used the media to lie to us

All the Western Governments just accidently did the same thing

IvorMcTin
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Stupid or Evil?  Is that the question?

How about 85% Evil and 15% Stupid?  Yes, it was on purpose, and it’s
not too difficult to discern what the motives are.  Greed and power, as
usual.  

 

Pippi_Lungstocking
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I am pureblood and will stay pureblood but not because I am smarter than
everybody else, but because I had a head start. In my previous career, I
worked few years for Big Pharma, and I was also once assigned a contract
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worked few years for Big Pharma, and I was also once assigned a contract
work at the government agency where I have seen things for which I have
lifetime NDA which I had to sign before leaving. I have seen enough but
what stuck with me was at one hand the predatory nature of the big pharma
C suite executives and their Scientology cult like HR policies and on the
other hand sheer stupidity and incompetence of the government workers.
There is only one party receiving in the Big Pharma/Government symbiosis
and you can figure out who is it.
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The mother of the kid on the school baseball team got Bells Palsy after her
vaccine.

The 43 year old married man with a young kid that you knew at
work mysteriously dies in his sleep

The teenage daughter of the hostess at the local restaurant inexplicably dies
unexpectedly 

Your friend's daughter who was 7 months pregnant lost her baby within a
week of her vaccine

Your wife's 40 year old friend went into menapause within a week of
receiving the vaccine.

Slowly, more and more people are beginning to question what is really going
on...

It is very sad...and will likely get sadder...

Foxy28
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A friend of mine started coughing up blood clots in the middle of the
night as he slept after his second jab. It was so thick, the sink wouldn't
drain so he had to scoop the blood and tissue into a waste paper
basket. 

consider me gone
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A friend of mine who is the head of medicine at a teaching hospital
(don't ask for identifying details, I won't give them) tells me that the
school is having difficulty acquiring cadavers for teaching. 
Apparently, funeral homes are having difficulty embalming many
corpses because the corpses are riddled with blood clots.

Shifter_X
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Nice. 

consider me gone
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I'll tell you what, it's not happening fast enough. Nero's fiddling while
Rome burns. I have a real concern that the Supreme's will rule in favor
of.GOV (OSHA) in the upcoming mandate case.

FrankRizzo
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The corporates ganged up to censor everything to help the government bet
the farm on a vaccine solution to the pandemic

even i thought vaccines would end it - before the actual crappy vaccines
came out

vaccines previously had such a good reputation you see, ending polio and
smallpox

but not now

and look at the gang-up of the corporates

Facebook agreed to censor anything 'anti-vax' so vaccine injured FB groups
just disappear

FB even censored the most prestigious peer-reviewed journal in the UK, the
British Medical Journal - you can't post the link to its expose of the
Ventavia-cooked trials

Pfizer then hired Ventavia to do the trials on kids and pregnant women
AFTER being told of their malpractise!

https://www.bmj.com/content/375/bmj.n2635?
fbclid=IwAR2Z_BtSL6EZXY1b2sE7rOwJr3x2pan9awTpxEOHTGMLwlD9RH
c5hwz-S_E

So the BMJ is censored

not just a conspiracy theorist - the BMJ

scientists and doctors and peer-reviewed journals censored

Twitter removed Dr Malone's Twitter feed after he posted a link to this
expose of Pfizer's trials

https://rumble.com/vqx3kb-the-pfizer-inoculations-do-more-harm-than-
good.html?
fbclid=IwAR0emLeUl1dzMPuTklZMDus8Np8MpKdSDitsKwzDEdOrnwTcNAr
wPa1gnxs

Twitter's "fact check" is run by Reuters

Thomson Reuters Foundation ceo James C. Smith sits on the board of
Pfizer

no conflict there... /s

Mainstream corporate media is funded by advertising dollars from Pfizer

Mainstream media was struggling for a dollar so hard that they can easily be
bought

The US regulator is corrupted by Big Pharma money - former FDA head
Scott Gottlieb sits on the board of Pfizer

So the regulators are captured

the media is captured

the corporates are banding together against the public, arrogantly thinking
the public are stupid conspiracy theorists who need to be censored

the corporate oligarchy is our enemy

ChildWifeAisha
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orwellian world.

all press is censored by the Trusted News Initiative (TNI) - run by the
BBC

it should be called "Lying Constantly Propaganda (LCP) 

hooligan2009
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Red herring, a vaccine didn't end small pox, the cow pox did, it was
already in existence, and nature provided it, not man.  Yet they hold up
this fraud as the golden standard in the vaxx complex of fraud.

The first polio vaxx caused a massive outbreak of polio with injuries,
and set the complex back over a decade till the fools were willing once
again to risk it.

Crush the cube
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The insistence on a vaccine as the only solution to the pandemic was a
giant red flag everyone should have heeded.    Not only that, but the
systemic shut down of early and effective treatments!    This was
obvious.    Something very nefarious was afoot.  

endh1b
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CNBC is one of the worst financial shows ever seen. I mean, they have
Cramer as their main money producer with his shilling of the "investment
club". But when they interview any MD on Covid, they NEVER ask about
vaccine side - effects....never. They are following their masters' wishes.
DON'T QUESTION THE JAB

OccamsSingleBlade
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That's just corporate covering their @ss. You won't find a single person
questioning vaccine on regular television. Fox News did a bit of
questioning on masks, and the Steve Hilton show on Sunday's as well
as News Max can touch just the surface of the fact that vaccines aren't
really working but they also don't do enough to just outright say these
vaccines are not just a placebo, they are downright dangerous.
Imagine if Robert Malone, Steve Kirsch, Geert, or anyone with just a
modicum of knowledge appeared on a national syndicated television
or talk show and was able to wake the "normies" up. They'd be coping
with the fact they injected themselves with something they thought
would protect them, not impact their child's fertility, not cause clots
and strokes, or enter the blood brain barrier. If Reuters Fact Checks
and other things didn't exist to quelsh all these dangerous questions
and "conspiracies" all of these people would legit be rioting in the
streets and playing Grand Theft Auto knowing they were lied to and
injected with poison. When the mass psychosis breaks you don't want
to be in a city, they chopped the heads off the French aristocracy, but
our aristocracy will just fly away and f*ck off to somewhere in New
Zealand or run far away like Tom Hanks to Europe while the Epstein
case is ongoing.

They will never question the jab because they don't want public unrest.

Just_Use_Your_Brain
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I called it.  People are going to be "Going Pfizer" not "Going Postal".
OHHHHH people are going to be pissed.  As Gerald Celente says, " When
people have nothing left to lose, they lose it." I would say, losing loved ones
and children, many people are going to lose it, BIG TIME.  With 400 million
guns in this country, I would NOT NOT NOT want to be on the record as
supporting Vax Mandates.

CarlitosWay123
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My neighbor across the street took these "vaccinations" because their work
mandated it. He said, first shot he got sick af. 

Now the good part with his second shot...his left eye ball swelled up and he
damn near went blind. 

Never in my life, any vaccinations I've gotten as a little kid, adult whatever
did I ever have anything like this happen. These aren't vaccines.

Angrypolska
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My dear GF. By my side as I type this. Her son a successful doctor so
she went along. 2nd shot went into mental delirium. Dizzy. Irrational.
 Entire body itchy. Left arm seems to have nerve damage, very painful.
She’s almost 5 months post jab and on the road to recovery.  Feeling
better except for the arm. 

Magnum
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sorry for you both. be good to each other and be patient and firm
with the son.

 

keeper20
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Never have I heard of any "vaccine" that required constant re-ups. 
That's because true vaccines don't really do anything, other than to
deposit a weakened pathogen inside your body.  Your immune system
does all the work of creating antibodies, T and B cells to form
immunity.  Moreover, these cells are "memory" cells, which is why you
don't need to re-up any vaxx you took, even as a child.  This immunity
never wears off because your body remembers the pathogen and how
to defend against it.

Shifter_X
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All vaccines are poison.  Most are foisted on ifanys who can’tarticulate
their pain. 

Antivaxxer kekekekekekeke
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I disagree with Dr.Malone: The vaxx has not failed, but achieved the planned
result. 

Though, 40% excess death is too low, they expected more.

Therefore they need more boosters and the sheeples will happily follow.

To the slaughterhouse.

Klaus Smith
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That's why Trump turned into a Vaxx'er.

ToSoft4Truth
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When Fauci says the vaxxes have failed...he doesn't mean protecting
people from COVID. 

 

 

Bromungous
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Put another booster bullet in the chamber, spin it and pull the trigger.

Swampthedrain
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For starters, I'm thinking someone should seriously consider seizing Fauci's
passport... As well as placing him on the no-fly list... I'd certainly consider
him a flight risk.

tsAtomic
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He doesn’t need a Passport to make it to Martha’s Vineyard.

williambanzai7
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Dr. Malone is really lighting it up.

Excellent. Keep on.

Wayne
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Need to get his stuff in front of one John Roberts.  Before he does
something stupid again. 

TBT or not TBT
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I had 2 main questions when the vaxxes started rolling out.

1.  If they are so great, safe and effective, why is there such a coordinated
fanatical pressure to get vaxxed asap?

2.  If the "experts" are sure the vaxxes are safe, why do the drug companies
have blanket immunity from any liability if their products cause unexpected
injury or death?

To date, neither question has been answered very plausibly, let alone
persuasively.

Jack of All Trades
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Be THREATENED to take a jab that DOESN'T WORK for a disease SO
DEADLY you have to be TESTED to see if you even HAVE it.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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.

Sunny Today
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it should be blatantly apparent by now that the cold called Omicron has
completely displaced prior flu's called native and delta variants.

the injections (which ARE NOT VACCINES) are completely useless at
preventing the cold called Omicron. they were also useless at preventing
flu's and newmonia (as opposed to pneumonia or oldmonia).

IOW, the injections not only missed the target by a few hundred yards, they
are now landing on residential towns ten miles from the firing range.

great article from the Blaze here:

Horowitz: 6 important COVID data points that destroy the prevailing
narrative - TheBlaze

1) 96% of all Omicron cases in Germany among vaccinated: The
respected Robert Koch Institute reported last week that among the 4,206
Germans infected with Omicron for whom their vaccination status was
known, 95.58% were fully vaccinated. More than a quarter of them had
booster shots. Given that the overall background rate for vaccination in
Germany is 70%, this means that the shots now have a -87% effectiveness
rate against Omicron.

2) Omicron among vaccinated outpacing unvaccinated by 28% in
Ontario: The government in Ontario posts continuous data on case rates by
vaccination status. The fact that the vaccinated have rapidly overtaken the
unvaccinated in new infections demonstrates a clear negative effect of the
shots against Omicron.

3) In Denmark, 89.7% of all Omicron cases were among fully
vaccinated: As of Dec. 31, just 8.5% of all cases in Denmark were
unvaccinated, according to the Statens Serum Institut. Overall, 77.9% of
Denmark is fully vaccinated, and Omicron seems to hit younger people for
whom there is a greater unvaccinated pool, which indicates clear negative
efficacy. Even for non-Omicron variants, the un-injected composed only
23.7% of the cases.

4) Just 25% of the Omicron hospitalizations in the U.K. are
unvaccinated: Not only are the vaccinated more likely to contract Omicron,
but they are likely more at risk to be hospitalized.

5) 33 of 34 hospitalizations in Delhi hospital were vaccinated: The Indian
Express reported that 33 of the 34 people hospitalized for Omicron in Delhi’s
Lok Nayak hospital were fully vaccinated. Two of them received the booster
shot.

6) Vaccinated exponentially more likely to get re-infected with
COVID: A new preprint study from Bangladesh found that among 404
people re-infected with COVID, having been vaccinated made someone
2.45 times more likely to get re-infected with a mild infection, 16.1 times
more likely to get a moderate infection, and 3.9 times more likely to be re-
infected severely, relative to someone with prior infection who
was not vaccinated.

hooligan2009
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Thank you for linking everything. I heard about points 1 and 4.  I was
unaware of all the other points.  Extremely useful. Extremely insightful. I
expect some of these to appear on Del Bigtree's The Highwire Report
this Thursday.

Just_Use_Your_Brain
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no credit for me, all down to the Blaze and Horowitz

hooligan2009
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If these figures are right, and I somehow think they are, this is only the
beginning.

I hope I will see accountability, and far less stupidity. Believe in good, in
God, and be ready to accept ill intent and evil. 

Because this is where this points.

AA1
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Meanwhile in Canada Trudeau Regime embraced its genocidal tendencies: 

"We are going to end this pandemic by proceeding with the vaccination...
[Unvaccinated] is a very small group of people, but that doesn’t shy away
from the fact that [unvaccinated] take up some space. This leads us, as a
leader and as a country, to make a choice: Do we tolerate [unvaccinated]
people"

Herr Doktor Fidelito Trudeau, while spewing his genocidal dreams in French
towards God loving people 

Jan 2, 2022

plankton
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FJT!   Funeral directors, who are at the receiving end of the casualties,
also have been saying that the numbers are up hugely!  There appears
to be a pattern here!

CanadaGoose
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Do work for funeral homes.

Business is very good.

sbin
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I'm really amused that a fellow who has probably never done a day's
physical labor in his whole life is saying people like me 'take up space'

WadeBaker
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If you want to see serious taking up space, just get a look at his
turban when he went full retard blackface with his friends at his frat
parties. If that was a pizza, it could feed a family of 12.

Party on, Justin. Oh, and double up on your Praetorian Guard Unit.

Sane Like Me
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.....wait a second......they all died from motorcycle accidents.......

Vic Chaos
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For a second I thought that said motorcycle myocarditis

fortune114
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Seriously though..... motorcycles are even more dangerous
nowadays with all of the covid mask pollution. Ever had a covid
mask cover your visor at 80mph?

Vic Chaos
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1.  Drugs (depression coping from the lockdowns)

2.  Undiagnosed conditions since you can't get into a doctor for years

3.  Vaccines - myocarditis, stroke, heart attack.

 

 

That's my bet.

CJgipper
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Inform yourselves:  Read the book "The Committee of 300" By Dr. John
Coleman.  It lays out the criminal cabal responsible for this tragedy.

Rumbleseed
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Looked it up, one available on amazog, 453.00 usd, (this is their new
censorship technique), used in good condition.....sounds like a good
book. 

DancingLittleOnes
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I see a paperback for $15.

Cirdan
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Get it and scan it!

DancingLittleOnes
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Anyone else remember the poll taken after the "Avengers Endgame" movie
came out?  Remember the huge number of respondents who agreed with
Thanos, that culling 2/3rds of the population so the final third could have a
fuller, richer, more meaningful life, was indeed a viable plan?

This is the psychosis of a population that has been convinced they are just
another animal and this life is all there is.  Like animals, they see the killing of
their competitors as a good thing.......as long as they don't have to
personally do the killing.

If it were proven beyond a shadow of a doubt and brought to public
knowledge that people were being killed off to save resources,  not only
would most turn a "blind eye" to the matter but you can bet no one "in
charge" would do anything about it.

And the psychopaths running this psyop already realize this.

bshirley1968
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That and the world portrayed in the Hunger Games. The elites like
Fauci and Gates live in the rich capitol while the culled herd live in
squalor in the rest of the depopulated country. The elite's end game is
pretty blatant and obvious now. 

Malic
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notice how Bill Gates is no longer mentioned in the news ?

Buddha 71
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Get a rope. 

UncannyInsight
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There is more truth in this article than ANYTHING that has come out of the
WH or the NIH.
Year Two has just begun.

TwoDrinkMinimum
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Can you imagine humanity going down in such a stupid manner? People
should want to save things just out of embarrassment. lolz

Well you see class, for 30 years they microwaved their own brains and they
paid to do so. Then they took a poison vaccine for a virus that did not
exist...and all of these things came from people who openly said they
wanted to reduce the population.

Stunned silence..

Cult of the Sun
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This is our species' contribution to the eventual answer to the Fermi
Paradox.

Dionysius Crucified
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as in Enrico? If so what is his paradox? Just curious.

cowdiddly
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Dionysius Crucified

The Fermi paradox is the conflict between the lack of
clear, obvious evidence for extraterrestrial life and various
high estimates for their existence.

As a 2015 article put it, "If life is so easy, someone from
somewhere must have come calling by now."

Italian-American physicist Enrico Fermi's name is
associated with the paradox because of a casual
conversation in the summer of 1950 with fellow physicists
Edward Teller, Herbert York and Emil Konopinski. While
walking to lunch, the men discussed recent UFO reports
and the possibility of faster-than-light travel. The
conversation moved on to other topics, until during lunch
Fermi blurted out, "But where is everybody?" (although
the exact quote is uncertain).

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fermi_paradox
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Yes it was who I thought. Thanks for that. I had never heard of
it but I always considered this guy to be the real Einstein most
people ever heard of.

cowdiddly
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Yet lifespans increased while they “microwaved” their brains. Why?

TheLastTrump
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We unvaxxed already knew this data about mass deaths due to the
vaccines. Now we tell you that the leaders of the fake pandemic are all
going to be hanging from the gallows soon. I am sure no one will believe
that either. But you will know it to be true in not long of a time from today. 
 

Start running cause we are chasing you all now. 

GoldHog
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I’m loving the sentiment but let’s see FISA judge Contreras or Andrew
McCabe or Stroke get indicted & convicted of something more serious
then lying to the FBI. Then I’ll have hope.

TheLastTrump
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the mass death agenda was pretty much clear from day one. however,
due to the fact the data is manipulable and the deaths cannot be
specifically attributed, the hangings are very, very unlikely.

donkey_shot
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This isnt a mistake. This was pre planned mass murder on a global scale.
Damn near every government on the planet is involved. No way they just roll
over.

aegis551
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If that's the case, I'm sure they justify their actions by saying it is for
the "good" of the human race as a whole.  They probably think we are
low on resources and instead of having faith in human ingenuity, took
matters into their own hands.

A Girl In Flyover Country
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Or a massive comets going to hit and limited space in the
underground refuges…some off the wall shiznit 

SmoothOpSF
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.

Automatic Choke
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The clot shot die off is gaining momentum.  Keep in mind, not everyone got
the kill shot, some got placebo otherwise if too many die off too quickly,
fewer would take the boosters.  The boosters will get the placebo group and
over time the die off numbers will climb.

Question is, will the insurance companies be able to pay off when the
deaths climb?

LostWages
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We see you.

chunga
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We know what you did last summer.

LetThemEatRand
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I KNEW I was being watched! 

boattrash
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Karl Denninger over at Market Ticker has been on the stealth die off for
months. According to Mr. Denninger, this country has had a million excess
deaths SO FAR.  The guy is a statistical genius and modern day
Nostradamus. 

quietdude
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Link .......

William Dorritt
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He is Denninger's site. Not sure which article or blog post he is
referencing:

https://market-ticker.org/?ref=patrick.net

SERReal1
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https://market-ticker.org/nad
 

The nad in the address gets you to the truth the rulers want
suppressed. The guy is a national treasure. 

quietdude
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heart cells growing spikes is not good for your health

learnofjesuits
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If you were fortunate to avoid the vaccine holocaust, the next thing to
prepare for is the economic collapse if hundreds of millions drop dead over
the next few years.  

insanityantidote
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Economic collapse will happen whether or not hundreds of millions
drop dead over the next few years. 

The difference being how many survivors you will have to fight for food
and water,

Agent Smith
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Good point. 

insanityantidote
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Economic collapse must mean a much higher stock market. These
crazy fvckers like Powell and his superiors have corrupted and
manipulated everything.

OldNewB
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Look at the astroturfing in the comments in this thread. Jesus. I know ZH
can be a cesspit of stupidity and closemindedness sometimes, but its
almost as if someone is trying to shape the consensus opinion on the
validity of this article.

Think for yourselves chaps. Also, Dr. Robert Malone didn't kill himself.

Stratewightmail
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The Plandemic is the second greatest lie ever told. The first being the fairy
tales of god and the devil.

All of which were created by the same tiny group of controllers that will do
anything to maintain their grasp of power over humanity.

Damnit Bobby
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So, you don't believe in the sun of god? Is that what you're sayin'?

Ophiuchus
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The tiny group of controllers are of the devil. 

Rashomon
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When we refuse to believe in their Sky Daddy fraud, then they
intentionally bring us the tyrannical, oppressive, fascist system in an
attempt to punish us, and for us to beg to bring back the religious
side instead.

All of which is brought to you by the same group of despots at the
top of the power structure, that have been in place for millennia, but
have increasingly had their power grow globally thru consolidation,
with the onset of technological advances.

So next time you bring up ‘the evils of the left’, just remember that it
is the religious right that actually brought it to you. Hegelian
Dialectic: there may be stark differences on the surface, but in their
dark hearts they are one and the same.

Nice people huh

Damnit Bobby
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Consider your audience. Might as well keep that stuff to yourself.
Meat bots are the majority. 

Ophiuchus
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I do all I can to do my part, to pulverize into oblivion, the
absolute lie that is god. Every single day

Damnit Bobby
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How's that working for you, little man?

bshirley1968
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Just wait a little longer

Damnit Bobby
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You're wasting your time.  Religion is so deeply embedded
in the human psyche it's probably encoded in our DNA by
now.

ebear
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ebear: I admit it's going to be a long road, but a road worth
traveling. I also understand that you can never completely
remove religion from society and would never attempt to try.
Everything works in cycles, and the stranglehold of the
wicked ones will soon be at an end. For however long it
took them to grasp their power, that's how long it will take
for them to increasingly lose it.

Damnit Bobby
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It's the end of your age. Just sayin'

www.youtube.com/watch?v=FunVM44dy_c
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You mean the non-belief in God that let the communists to
execute 30 million in the Soviet Union and 50 million in China? It
is because of this belief in God that no one has strapped you to a
guerney and given you the death shot. 

Malic
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...that's coming. Consider welcoming it.

Ophiuchus
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The ills of communism are an indirect result of what your 'god'
people have done. Every action has an equal and opposite
reaction. Evil breeds evil

Damnit Bobby
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No, wrong. Thanks to Natural Law even war was made to
follow laws as in stated in the Geneva Convention. The
concept of a just war and "casus belli" to give countries a
real reason to make war. it has not always worked but at
least the rules are there. Communists, your brethren, believe
in nothing. Since we are animals we can be killed or put into
the shed whenever the handlers want. The Constitution
which gave you the 1st and 2d amendments for your to
keep a weapon and even write your dribble was written by
Christians who believed in that Natural Law. and God 

Malic
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Not all positive tenants of the ideas of Renaissance and the
enlightenment in the west can be attributed to the religious
order. Just as morality is not yours to claim because you
believe in a non-existent sky daddy. Furthermore, not all the
founders were Masons or zionist Christians. Despite having
tremendous power on both sides and orchestrating the
scripted revolution against England, those groups were
forced to accept the ideas of reasonable men who fought
for freedom and yes, natural law, which is not given to us by
a conscious, all-powerful entity in heaven (despite what
some would have us believe) but is a birthright to all.

Damnit Bobby
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It is not rational to think that God does not exist.

VAXXFREE
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Well if 'he' does exist, then 'he' is the biggest asshole of all
time

Damnit Bobby
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You grossly misunderstand the nature of
creation/God.which is omnipresent not omnipotent. We all
have the gift of free will. What we do with that gift is the
good you see and the heinous attrocities you see. 

Sir Lars
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If you believe in a 'conscious supreme being' or 'heavenly
father' as god, then there is no way to redirect the atrocities
that you speak of from 'his' hand

Damnit Bobby
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You just got smoked VF...

Slapper
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The death cult recruits atheists to do their bidding. If you
can't see that then you probably drank the Koolaid too.

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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I hope you realize the Marxists that rule us mostly do not believe in
good or evil. And that is why they do what they do because they do
not think there is ever a repercussion. 

Malic
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True Marxists in the Communist countries dont rule us. We have
fake communists that are really fascists in control of the western
world

Damnit Bobby
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They are Satanists.  And they don't care whether you believe or not. 
They do and they act accordingly.

Shifter_X
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Satanism is just another false religion. No thanks

Damnit Bobby
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I didn't say I believe in it.  I said they do.  And they don't care
what you think of their "religion."  They act on it every day and
that is what matters.  

Shifter_X
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its just an offshoot of all the others. It's not about their
beliefs. It's about controlling as much as they can however
they can

Damnit Bobby
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You couldn't be a bigger idiot.

If you can look at what is happening in the world and not see a much
bigger power at work, then you are blind as hell.

Your statement is so arrogant and full of yourself.  You think
you......and your pea brain......is the source of all knowledge and
wisdom.

Because you think you are it?  You are the top of the food chain......the
big fish in the pond.....the latest and greatest?

Like I said, you're an idiot.

bshirley1968

"Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools and
worshipped the creature (self) more than the Creator."
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All this was foretold in Scripture, dummy. 

UncannyInsight
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Yup, written by the ancestors of those still in control doing their best
to bring it to furition

Damnit Bobby
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No. Most who call themselves the Chosen People are not even
semitic. They are Medieval converts called the Khazars from the
Black Sea area. 

Malic
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Youre right, not all Freemason / Zio scum were related to the
writers of the great fairy tale scripted to manipulate humanity

Damnit Bobby
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Once again, consider your audience.

Ophiuchus
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I'm bored

Damnit Bobby
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Not surprised.  You're a very boring guy with an extremely
superficial view of the world.

ebear
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I agree, this is the most likely scenario.  Prophecy is easy when
you make it happen.  

Shifter_X
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If you had a damn clue.......

The "those" you mention are so far removed from their
"ancestors".....they hate and disregard everything their ancestors
believed and stood for.......the "those" have been that way for
2,2,000 years and would have destroyed the Bible if they could
have in favor of their beloved Talmud.

You're an idiot......and in regards to the Bible and the God of
it........I am going to prove how big an idiot you are with two
verses written to two different churches in the first century.  

And this would be God speaking about "those" you mention......

Now.  Go be stupid somewhere else.

bshirley1968

Revelation 2:9 (KJV)  "I know thy works, and tribulation,
and poverty, (but thou art rich) and I know the blasphemy
of them which say they are Jews, and are not, but are the
synagogue of Satan."

Revelation 3:9 (KJV)  "Behold, I will make them of the
synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are
not, but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and
worship before thy feet, and to know that I have loved
thee."
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Down vote away.  Because I just destroyed your logic and
bullshit theory.

Like I said, idiot.

bshirley1968
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Downvoted for crying about being downvoted.

And if all you have is name-calling, no wonder you're
racking 'em up.

Shifter_X
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Kiss my ass.  You think I care about the score?

I am making the point that down voting is all they have
because they have no argument. That I have to explain that
to you makes you an idiot too.

If the "name" fits then they and you can wear it.

bshirley1968
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Youre right, not all Freemason / Zio scum were related to the
writers of the great fairy tale scripted to manipulate humanity

Damnit Bobby
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So the ones that wrote it.......can you please list any of their
living relatives that are in control of world policy forcing
prophecy to be fulfilled?

Didn't think so.

But I bet you can name plenty of the fake ones playing their
role a described.

Just sit tight.  I hope you are young enough that you get a
front row seat.  Bask in your pride and arrogance. It will be
your lot in eternity.

bshirley1968
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They dont actually have to be in the bloodline. They follow
the same ideology, just 2.0. They are one in the same

Damnit Bobby
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So tell us who is in control that believes the Bible, dipshit.

You see, the Bible says Jesus, you know the One they
crucified and hated is going to be Lord and Master of the
entire world someday.  Now can you point out to jew who is
manipulating world policy to make that happen?

Surely you don't mean any jews.......because they hated
Him then and still hate Him today. 

Please give us one.....just one detail that backs up your
theory. 

bshirley1968

"Yup, written by the ancestors of those still in
control doing their best to bring it to furition."
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It's amazing how that 'loving christian' becomes the
nastiest, most hateful, vicious person around when
challenged.

Damnit Bobby
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And here comes the self righteous deflection.

Tell me dipshit, who started this conversation........by
bashing people that believe in God?

Now that you have been shown to be an ignorant idiot, you
are the victim, right?

Typical.  You'd make a good liberal democrat.

bshirley1968
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My wife works with 60 people. 45 got vaccinated. One girl in her 30's
suffered a mini stroke on her first jab which was recorded as a vaccine
injury. In the last two months, 3 out of those 45 vaccinated people have
been diagnosed with soft tissue cancers; all women under the age of 50.
Needless to say, all 45 of the vaccinated are now utterly terrified.

I think what has happened in my wife's workplace is going to become
common. This is the future.

(Thankfully, my wife and I are both unvaxxed)

Mungo9000
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Stay strong pure blood

_nterest_ng
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that's me

pureblood non GMO Human
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"We're never gonna learn about how safe the vaccine is until we
start giving it, " said panel member Dr. Eric Rubin during the hearing.
"That's just the way it goes." [in a discussion whether to recommend
the vax for children]
https://twitter.com/Techno_Fog/status/1453095851824459776
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Its the dark cold winter of misery and death... for the genetically modified.
Dr Malone is looking at this as a failure because of his humanity. The
pushers of these jabs will look at it as a success because they have no
humanity.

aegis551
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Dr McCullough and Dr. Malone have been sounding the alarms for
many months and I applaud them both.  The solutions I hear from many
are framed around setting aside our differences and being united.

The voices in the middle have been systemically derailed in favor of
what has been labeled as extreme right and extreme left where the
divisions based predominately on opposing ideologies.  This is a moral
problem that will NOT go away anytime soon because the moral compass is
man made rather than God centered (God of scripture - one true God).

 

For those reasons, it would take generations, at best, to actually turn things
around - I do not see that happening. Do you/ Can we get a pause?  We
might, but the seeds of discord run very deep and there is no support of
traditional family values and the shaming of those that are opposed.  We say
we care about children and the children who do best as citizens are those
raised by two parents (male and female) where the woman stays homes and
raises her children and the man is the leader (spiritual & otherwise) and
breadwinner.  All other family designs are inferior and detrimental to
children, families, and by extension societies/nations.  God has told us the
right way to do things and we ignore Him and belittle those who desire
to honor the Lord and His commands.

 

Kefeer
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amen

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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This is globally coordinated genocide - not once has the MSM reported on
the injection deaths as injection deaths. Not once have they quoted their
own massively manipulated VAERS numbers.

They stopped the use of cheap avalilable treatments which have cost the
lives of at least half a million Americans - even more in the rest of the world.

They have forced people to have their injections or be fired from their jobs.
(That ever happen before in human history?)

Now there is an increase of 40% in deaths amongst those between 16 and
64 (those subject to the illegal workplace mandates).

I figured out what was happening early in 2021 because it was the only thing
left that made sense and I knew that the WEF Davos crowd were sufficiently
twisted to carry out such a policy.  Then I tried to find holes in the theory for
months because even I couldn't believe that this was actually happening.
But it is happening.

If this was all a big experiment gone wrong by accident then they would
have stopped the use  of the "vaccines" after 50-60 deaths - like they did
with the Swine Flu Vaccine.  

Instead they're still pounding out "SAFE and EFFECTIVE" on their MSM.

Onthebeach6
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Civilization is going to collapse.

insanityantidote
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Non-smokers should taste best.

ToSoft4Truth
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I am a smoker , don't eat me please 

CONFUCIUS
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It will, yes.  Humanity will not accept the 1984 style existence central
bankers are insisting on so the bankers will pull the plug on the fiat
printing.

Xena fobe
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What scares me is they have accepted it so far.

Voice-of-Reason
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Civilization is being purposefully imploded.

 

ORDO AB CHAO

 

TheLastTrump
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Truth told, the phrase "individualist civilisation" is to some extent an
oxymoron, and our concentration on individualiSM (contrasted with
individualiTY) has a good chance in a court of law as evidence
acceptable to the case of our helplessness in the face of the Georgia
Covidstones Project (er, if exists such).

Looking at the massive shambles from a poorer but conceivably more
together continent, seems that there is very little of a "spiritual" safety
net left in place. Yup am not a church-goer or anything but have to
admit that departing from formal religion does weaken the fabric. yes
yes yes I know about "brown people" but they have a coherency.
Apologies for saying rude words.

misitu
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So now the operatives are calling it an experiment?  ''oh it was just a well
meaning experiment'' yeah? Really? So that's why you sons of bi tches hid
all the data on deaths and complications and then wrangled all the
government social media and mass media a$$holes to censor anyone
calling out the truth?  Yeah, im not so sure your being honest there... kinda
looked like a well planned and ultra coordinated bio-terrorist attack...

Castor gordo el tercero
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Nanotechnology and depopulation to be precise. Never was about this
virus that has never been shown to exist.

Swampthedrain
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Black nazi America holocaust experiment.

 

Yikes.  

I don't know seems sort of quaint in relation to this.  Or maybe not.  

Do underestimate what by any means necessary means and or who is
involved.  

Couldn't possibly be..

Well probably.  Not.  Specifically in relation to vaxxination s.

 

Tell me.  Who is it that coined the term Black run America?  Just
bunk?  I recently used Zulunation.  

It is explosive.  If one thinks about it..  It leads to very dark places.  And
it is still not the entirety of all things.  Of course.  

But it may bear some thought.  

Who is not getting vaxxed?  And good for them.  But again.  Who is? 
And how serious could this turn out to be?  

If 200 million people die.  

Black nazis may seem quite pleasant to contemplate surviving in place
of other entities waiting to gobble up the leftovers.

 

If anyone is able to fight at all.  And not dead, dead, dead.  

 

You actually may not be dealing with rational people even concerned
with their own survival.  That bears thinking as well.  

We haven't even discussed black Muslims.  

Sweet dreams.  

I edit to point out a trifle perhaps to most and nit picking obviously. 
But black is auto corrected in caps and white is not.

Odd that.  

 

Rest Easy
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So the CEO of One America Ins said a 3-sigma event would be 10%
increase in deaths during this period. But his company actually saw a 40%
increase in mortality!

What is a 3-sigma event? Basically an off-the chart event that is not even
considered in their calculations because the chances of that happening are
less then 0.3%. Here's the details:

The empirical rule, also referred to as the three-sigma rule or 68-95-99.7
rule, is a statistical rule which states that for a normal distribution, almost all
observed data will fall within three standard deviations (denoted by σ) of the
mean or average (denoted by µ).

In particular, the empirical rule predicts that 68% of observations falls within
the first standard deviation (µ ± σ), 95% within the first two standard
deviations (µ ± 2σ), and 99.7% within the first three standard deviations (µ ±
3σ).

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/e/empirical-rule.asp

And here, during the scamdemic, his insurance company (which is
nationwide and huge) saw a 40% off the chart increase.

Son of Loki
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For the laymen, he said a 10% increase / 3 sigma event might happen
every 200 years. 40% is way off the charts. 
 

War could do it, or a very large natural catastrophe. Think Indonesian
tsunami x 5.

TheLastTrump
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... or a scamdemic.

Son of Loki
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Vaccine injury and no use of actually intervention when a person
has the disease except to vent them and give them redmdesivir.
I'll upvote you either way.

Just_Use_Your_Brain
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could adapt Value at Risk (VaR) concepts. nobody is concerned about
any number to the right hands side of the number of deaths since all
those people are alive - only the left hand tail (and any fat tail skew
plus the height of the distribution) is important for mortality analysis.

same goes for injuries and their types and do the same all over again
for injections.

Value at Risk (VaR) Definition (investopedia.com)

Value at risk (VaR) is a statistic that quantifies the extent of possible
financial losses within a firm, portfolio, or position over a specific time
frame.

keep in mind that risk estimates model past events to calculate ex-
post measures of risk.

forecast use these ex-post risk measures to "wrap around" forecasts
on an ex-ante basis

nobody has produced ANY FORECASTS at all after two years except
the known charlatans at Imperial College - however, a viable VaR
analysis could be done for the clinical trials, since this is what the
injection roll-outs were based on

hooligan2009
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THE"SCAMDEIC" ie: COVID virus - didnt cause the variance - the
"vaccine" effects on the body caused the variance 

OMIV
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Post Modern Marxist Progressives are the biggest on going failure in human
history...all historians know this. 

San Pedro
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The liar is screwed because he has to recall everything he said
perfectly for ever. These guys crash & burn so hard lol, it’s like The
Three Stooges.

 

Love it. F(u)ck you, commies.

TheLastTrump
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Will purebloods still be hunted down like vampires by taintbloods?

johnXpublic
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More likely the other way around.  The walking dead will be easy
targets if they should get uppity.

More likely they will turn on their executioners when they figure out
what has happened to them.

DjangoCat
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That's because people are accelerating their path to death both young and
old due to extreme change in quality of life due to hyperextreme tyrannical
government intervention from policy effects like vaccine mandates, mask
mandates, hyperinflation, job loss, crime, and the MSM fuels the
psychological terror, depression, hopelessness, fear, and despair. Add all the
government and corporation corruption as the icing on the cake.

Any doctor or politician that is cognitively aware of the psychological
damage and risk of such radical political actions is a psychological terrorist
and responsible for the death caused to this nation. If they are not aware
then that is still negligence and should be held criminally responsible.

CowardlyCourage

“Most of the claims for deaths being filed are not classified as
COVID-19 deaths,
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these figures may well be partly a result of compromised immunity.
Caused by the vax.

They will never admit that.

Yet that is the most logical explanation.

AA1
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And widespread tissue damage by the spike proteins.   

TBT or not TBT
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'What If The Largest Experiment On Human Beings In History Is A Failure?'
Or much worse, is a perfect success? It's indisputable that the vaccines are
the most dangerous ever allowed, much less mandated. And we have yet to
see what the long term effects might be. I seriously doubt they will represent
an improvement.

Alice-the-dog
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Cher Robert, 

For the people who planned this, that headline.  “Indiana life insurance CEO
says deaths are up 40% among people ages 18-64” is not the "failure" that
you are thinking about. If anything, they probably wanted that number to be
a lot higher!!!

thurstjo63
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Dr. Robert Malone's righteous crusade against the gene therapy that he
himself has invented to a large degree, reminds me of Albert Einstein who
tried to warn about the destructive capabilities of his nuclear research and
the nuclear bombs of course. Einstein became very engaged after WW2 and
influenced political lawmakers. I can see the same future for Malone. 

Historically speaking, these are golden moments. The pharma or vaccine
cartel will keep trying to ridicule or even vilify Dr. Robert Malone but
eventually his truth will stand and be remembered. Truth is like water.. it will
always find the path of least resistance and eventually come to surface.

Also, time to discuss RICO charges against individuals such as Fauci, Gates
and Bourla. This is a cartel and should be charged and prosecuted as such.
Whistleblowers, the time to be coming forward is now. Take the deal and get
WitSec. 

walküre
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People frequently write to Jill and myself.

...and me.

What If The Largest Experiment On Human Beings In History Is A Failure?

What if it's not an experiment? What if it's not a failure?

What if this is exactly what it is meant to do?

Check your assumptions.

Cirdan
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They want us dead.

sparky139
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Lacking - vaccination status of the deceased.

soyungato
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Absolutely critical information.

Shifter_X
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OBSTRUCTION not "lacking".

Maximus Decimus Meridius
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OBSTRUCTION not "lacking".

Lacking suggests failure. This is INTENTIONAL proving criminal
premeditation.
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And this insurance report is damning and they are truly concerned.  For this
age range and them being workers and this large percentage it shouldn't
even be possible and their 200 year at 10% tells it so.  The insurance
companies are getting it and knowing that people are dying from things that
this shot had done.  I've said this to my work friends over a year ago, in the
near future we are going to see the long term effects of people who took this
mRNA vaccine and it will start to increase in deadliness.

  

We as a populace is fucked.

Buck Johnson
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No, ridding the populace of those with the propensity for covidian
cultism is a tremendous benefit

Saluki
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Exactly.

_nterest_ng
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“Robert F. Kennedy, Jr.’s new book The Real Anthony Fauci: Bill Gates,
Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health is
destined to emerge as a classic of American history and public policy. It will
also rank as a classic in the ‘True Crime’ category.”

– Catherine Austin Fitts

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/fauci_info/where-to-buy/?

 

SKYISTHELIMIT
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excellent book.  Also below for non-readers...

How man transformed the coronavirus (which has existed in animals
for thousand years) into a human illness:

https://forbiddenknowledgetv.net/why-does-trump-keep-promoting-
the-vaccine/

 

 

wickster
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Posted this earlier- please file this away.  
Professor Cahill stated that the combination of c,d,zinc and IVM stop
replication of all RNA viruses.   Do yourself a favor and look up other. RNA
viruses.   Perhaps the next “big one” that Gates warned about will no longer
frighten you.  
Preparing is self preservation.   Violence remains our only solution to cure
our problems.  

endh1b
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she is right about zinc, i have taken it for sore throat and it eliminates it 
in a matter of hours 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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I've been doing C, D3, Zinc for 30 years + Quercetin the last 2.

 

I don't get the flu.

Battlefield USA
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"a combination of..."

But we knew this a year+ ago.

And being a year+ late on that, all you (you, personally) still have to
advocate is violence.

That's sad stuff, right there.

Cabreado
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You never know who has just discovered ZH. No amount of
repetition here can come close to the repetition of "two weeks to
flatten the curve", 'safe and effective", etc. endh1b might have just
saved a life.

misgivings
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"Discovering ZH" has nothing to do with it, not even remotely.

Cabreado
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1.) there are many who still believe covid is not treatable 

2.) all of our institutions- govt, media, medicine, finance etc are
corrupt from top to bottom.  There are no political solutions.    Just
accept it and  man up.  

endh1b
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Don't forget to limit or eliminate sugar from one's diet because of how
it effects the body. Sugar does some pretty bad stuff. 

GoldmanSax
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Don't you eat fruit?

Boringusername
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Within a week of the election, statistical analysis showed in at least 5 of the
states that stopped counting, the ratio of mail in votes shifted in favor of just
one candidate when it shouldn't have shifted at all. Can we prove the
election was stolen? Well no. But we still know it was.

A 40% jump in mortality. Can we prove it was the vaccine. Well no. But we
all know it is.

Now what did Trump know? And does it matter?

May you live in interesting times.

Biggcatt1
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Boycott alert! Too bad I was already boycotting them. 

https://www.kxly.com/i/starbucks-says-employees-must-get-vaccine-or-
test-weekly/

Ms No
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Whelp, been looking for an excuse to buy an espresso machine.

Dubya_B
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Dude... making coffee as good & better than Starbucks is easy now.
Starbucks may have got me hooked on great coffee but I’m feeding
my sweet addition myself now. 

GregT
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I have never been to one.

jim942
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Uttered the person with a premium membership to a freemason site?
fur real tho.. At least we confirmed you're female.. no logic. . Not that
most american males have any.

Cult of the Sun
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This is a Freemason site?  How did you determine that?

green_dog
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Zero fucks given

Robert Cicero
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i"ve only had if i can expense it.....

and since i haven't seen a customer in 2 years, who has, its been a
virtual boycott.

6 dollars for a cup of black water?

 

no thanx.

 

squid

squid
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Dear Robert:  No doubt you are a great guy and huge in your field - which is
not law.  Please open your eyes a bit more and take off the gloves.  This is
not "a huge human tragedy" - it is premeditated murder.

C.wrangler
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Gigacide.

Breakaway Books
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my fear is the rot is so extensive and the oligarchs have colluded so
criminally

that we will never be able to bring them to justice!

like Epstein - we never got to the bottom of the pit. Ghislaine will do some
jail time but the big names were never named

ChildWifeAisha
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I can think of 535 + 9 that can be taken out by unruly mobs.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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They'll appoint a panel of insiders to "investigate".  After a few years,
they will "discover" a low ranking clerk was responsible for a minor
error and they'll lock him up for life.

Xena fobe
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Dr. Malone is partly right and partly wrong.

He's right that a 40% increase in all cause mortality is an indictment of
COVID-19 policies and protocols.

He's wrong in focusing solely on the inoculations.

Lockdowns, mask mandates, othering of people either on inoculation status
or whether they sneezed recently have all put society under an
unprecedented amount of psychological stress.

That's not to say the inoculations are not responsible for some of that
mortality spike. They just aren't responsible for all of it.

We should be appalled by the spike in mortality, but we should not be
surprised.

This was foreseeable.

https://allfactsmatter.substack.com/p/destroying-society-is-no-way-to-save

 

https://allfactsmatter.substack.com/p/who-counts-deaths-from-
recessionhtml

allfactsmatter
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If Dr. Malone's fear is realized, the meek will inherit the Earth within 5 years.

Omega Point
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it won't be the submissive

but it will be the compassionate

and it will be much sooner than 5 years

The 3rd Dimentia
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But I don't WANT the earth.....GREAT, I get it after it's ALL used up!

Hotair
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Happy New Year.

One Moment Please
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Sure why not? 

The world may be falling apart so enjoy your life right now, in every
moment, as much as possible.  Happy New Year anyways

Stranded Observer
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This whole COVID situation has been a worldwide fiasco, no, a global
catastrophe like none before in recorded history. 

What scares me is what the reactions will be when the majority of people
start to recognize this.

HC-CZ
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Just like the reaction when everyone realized the Russian Collusion
story was fabricated?  So many media pundits admitting how wrong
they were and all the long apologies for false accusations and
narratives.  Yeah, just like that.  

Okienomics
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Totally missed that last part.

 

sbin
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But there was not many dead bodies over that ... big difference.

On top of that the people doing this do not make mistakes they
knew and still pushed the agenda.

If they do not kill you today they will try again tomorrow.

GreatUncle
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That has yet to be admitted by the perpetrators, and that collusion
story did not harm everyone on the planet. 

HC-CZ
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The largest tragedy for me is knowing this for almost two years now and not
being able to help anyone (not even the ones dearest to me). The gaslighting
has been astounding. This is true evil at work. 

Lars Jaspenas
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The worst I've seen in my lifetime (having not lived during WWII).

Knave Dave
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1000% 

Joker14n
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Without looking, I can predict there'll be several paid trolls in the comment
section using name calling ad-hom tactics.  Because they can't form proper
factual counter arguments, yet they're being paid to muck up any proper
discussion of the obvious poisonous vaxes. 

RatThot
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I hate using Tyler's ignore click but some of these trolls clutter up the
thread so badly that I do it to get to the good comments

northern vigor
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I have a one strike policy on ignore. Makes ZH much more pleasant to
read.

jrchristo
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Trump did not do his homework on the folks behind the vax.  Surprising
since he was in NYC in the 80's and saw first hand Fauci's devastation of
the gay community with his AIDS policies.  Same playbook he is using on
Covid.  If Trump keeps supporting the VAX he will not be elected to a
second term.  I have been a supporter since day one and I am very very
pissed.

VonBear
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Trump's concerns are two:  Trump and Israel. He is not the answer.

H.I. McDunnough
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Me, too.  I strongly and vigorously promoted Trump, but if he does not
speak truth regarding the injections, I will do everything I can to get
DeSantis elected. "Dump Trump" has a very powerful ring to it.

test_bot
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Truth and truth..?

thats rich!
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If the vaccine was killing people than the elderly would be dying in
greater numbers than any other demographic as they are the most fully
vaccinated in the country. There are other reasons they probably
include the actual virus which causes tremendous damage in some
including organ damage and makes many more susceptible to blood
clots, cancer, organ shutdown and even suicide months after. Read
about long haulers. 

GJ123truth
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The Vax is killing people in great numbers, but it's not reported in
MSM.   Big Pharma owns MSM and that's why.

WhatWhat
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Exactly !!    Which is why I support Ron De Santis for 2024.   Trump's
Vax advice doomed him, and the moment he said it I knew it.  

WhatWhat
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What, like some limp-wristed Mr. Roger's neighborhood?
Anybody talking like that is captured. 
Wake up, friend!

HoPewGassed

the gay community
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It’s not an experiment if it’s intentional.

TessieTickles
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since the global eugenicist cabal couldn't get Trump to start a war and kill
off the young, they flipped the script and decided to kill off the elderly, the
weak-minded and infirmed. any more beyond those demographics is just a
bonus.

karma will prevail. and hell will be relief to these sick bastards when the
world realizes what they have done to us.

 

fbazzrea
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They don't want to pay pensions, social security, and especially health
benefits.

Saved Data
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Not sure this is it. They seem to print endlessly with no
accountability or restraint for whatever they want.

OldNewB
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They have to be getting as many out of the way easily as they can and
plan on taking the rest on the hard way, which will eventually fail.

Ms No
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Social Security would become instantly solvent if enough old people died. 
Retired people and soon to be retired people.  The two groups hardest hit
by Covid.

Notice the age range covered by this data is 18 - 63.  If you break that down
into five year ranges, 18-22, 23-27, and so on, you find most of the deaths
are on the 63 end of the range, not the 18 end of the range.

RepublicanDon
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Its like borrowing money from someone, then killing them... so you
don't have to pay it off.

 

Very progressive!

numapepi
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Precisely why I am not getting vaxxed.  It will essentially boost every
weakness you have and any latent viruses you may be carrying.  If you
have mild heart issues now, expect them to become serious.  The
same with neurological issues, brain, kidney, and liver issues.  The
whistle blowers are saying to expect cancer, tuberculosis, and even
milder illnesses such as herpes to increase. I hope the people
responsible for this have to run from crowds chasing them down the
street with baseball bats.  

Saved Data
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As a retiree, I know there is a target on my back.  But TPTB have one
in front, so I guess that's fair.

H.I. McDunnough
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Sure they are, feel free to CITE that data you shill.

Hipneck911
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World Wars are used for population reduction and financial reset. We have
been at war for almost 2 years globally.

Ozlo
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We were due. I guess they just decided to do it without blowing
everything up this time. Kinda reminds me of that Star Trek episode
where the people willingly show up to be vaporized if their number is
pulled.

StuffyourVAXX
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Yes, this is war and the people in the majority seem not to get it. Lets
hope the minority will awake them.

LA_Goldbug
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kinetic wars cause too much environmental damage. better a method
that culls without all the destruction and also big pharma (Blackrock /
Vanguard) gets to make a few extra €$¥£. its a win win solution. 

chiswickcat
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Finally, some of the issues are now being reported in papers.

"Risk of Myopericarditis following COVID-19 mRNA vaccination in a Large
Integrated Health System: A Comparison of Completeness and Timeliness
of Two Methods"
"The true incidence of myopericarditis is markedly higher than the
incidence reported to US advisory committees."
https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.12.21.21268209v1
December 27, 2021

Tau_lepton
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Build the gallows now, delouse those responsible in the special showers, let
them swing, throw their remains in the furnace, and use their ashes for the
vegetable gardens.

I think that fate might just be too good for them!

 

The Future Is Now

Take a moment to read the entire article.  Now.  Then let’s continue
on, assuming that you have.

AT A MINIMUM, based on my reading, one has to conclude that if
this report holds and is confirmed by others in the dry world of life
insurance actuaries, we have both a huge human tragedy and a
profound public policy failure of the US Government and US
HHS system to serve and protect the citizens that pay for this
“service”. 

IF this holds true, then the genetic vaccines so aggressively
promoted have failed, and the clear federal campaign to prevent
early treatment with lifesaving drugs has contributed to a massive,
avoidable loss of life. 

AT WORST, this report implies that the federal workplace
vaccine mandates have driven what appear to be a true crime
against humanity.  Massive loss of life in (presumably) workers that
have been forced to accept a toxic vaccine at higher frequency
relative to the general population of Indiana.

FURTHERMORE, we have also been living through the most
massive, globally coordinated propaganda and censorship
campaign in the history of the human race.  All major mass
media and the social media technology companies have coordinated
to stifle and suppress any discussion of the risks of the genetic
vaccines AND/OR alternative early treatments. 

IF this report holds true, there must be accountability.  We are not
just talking about running over the first amendment of the
Constitution of the United States and grinding it into the mud with
an army of artificial intelligence-powered heavy infantry. This article
reads like a dry description of an avoidable mass casualty event
caused by a mandated experimental medical procedure. 
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Oh c'mon, what kind of crazy talk is this? Medical "professionals" and
"experts" would NEVER inject a vaccine into anyone, especially CHILDREN,
knowing that it might be dangerous.

Uhh, would they?

"We're never gonna learn about how safe the vaccine is until we start
giving it, " said panel member Dr. Eric Rubin during the hearing. "That's
just the way it goes."  [in a discussion to recommend the vax for children]
https://twitter.com/Techno_Fog/status/1453095851824459776

Now listen to RFK Jr. give the legal reasoning why the pharmas MUST have
the vax approved for
kids: https://twitter.com/MaajidNawaz/status/1476199756695232515

Unconscionable doesn't even begin to describe it.

Tau_lepton
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The medical profession has become centralized medicine, everything
they do is based on a script that is written by central planers.

JimmyKrackKorn
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They are carrying out medicalized killing, just like the Nazi SS Dr.
Mengele.

The Future Is Now
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And 98% of them have no clue.  They are just reading the screen
and following protocol.

That is what centralization does for you.   It's great until the
psychos take over the well oiled machine.  Then that efficient, 
well designed program becomes a serial killing psychopath's
dream world.

bshirley1968
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Yes, they are all just following orders, like brainwashed or
brainless automatons.

Well, that argument has not worked for a lot of former
concentration camp guards.

The Future Is Now
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Medicine in the USA is governed by the military.  These people have
been threatened with the repeal of their licenses. 

So here's my question to you doctors:  How many lives is your
license worth?

Shifter_X
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This actuarial observation should have made the top of the evening news. 

Nep. Not a peep.  That should signal to everybody EVERYBODY, that this is
intentional homicide. That nobody is talking about this means that this goes
to the top if one lives long enough to see it. It also means that there are still
a lot of stupid people. So many stupid lazy shit minded people who can't
even fathom the concept of a 4 sigma event. 

This is by far the biggest problem. 

Pareto
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....and if you can prove its premeditated THEN THERE IS NO
INDEMNITY

khnum
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I would say that the Satanic communistic psychopaths that have spent
generations planning this are the ones to blame. 

Skiller
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I work with a woman who is in her late 60's. Last week she says that 3
people in her apartment building died over the Christmas Week. "The oldest
was 65 years old!" All of them were double vaccinated and had booster(s).

A couple days ago she mentions that a 35 year old person died at the
building. He was double vaccinated and boosted, according to her recount.
I don't know about you, but 4 people dropping dead in two weeks at one
apartment building who all have the same vaccination history in common is
interesting. She lives in a high rent building where everyone has all the
health care they could possibly desire. First time I've heard about anyone
passing away over the last I don't know how long except for a poor woman
who stroked out before the so-called pandemic began.

Maybe the 35 year old OD'd during a dark holiday doing autoerotic
asphyxiation? But I can't think of any reason for a person so young to take a
dirt nap without some kind of maximum effort, even for a pretty boy in a
gilded cage.

Well, who knows? But if 3 sigma is 10% what's 40%? And why are people
not connecting the dots?

Connect the Goddamn Dots! https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=XSEYGsk6KTM

Golden Showers
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80% of people on both the Pfizer and Moderna had "systemic adverse
reaction" to each jab.

 

If there have been 300 million jabs in the US, then there should be (by
law) be 240 million "adverse events" reported on VAERS (Vaccine
Adverse Event Reporting System).  That number is at or near 1 million;
that would equate to an under reporting factor of 240x...think on that.  I
of every 240 reportable events reported, while 239 go under reported. 
Given that 48K deaths and permanently disabled are reported, then a
factor of 240x would be crazy! 11,520,000 dead and disabled?  Is this
possible?

Kefeer
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Seems more likely that minor adverse events (sore arm, headache)
aren't reported most of the time, whereas serious events
(myocarditis, stroke) are more likely to be reported - until you get to
deaths, which are again probably less likely to be registered.  So
240 is probably way too big as a factor to be applied across all
adverse event categories.

green_dog
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Robert Malone is a decent guy. First heard from him on "the dark horse"
potcast with Steve Kirsch. He was talking good science and was very
informative. People like him are rare. 

DutchTaco
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I didn't know anything about deagel .com until a couple of weeks ago when
I found these two articles. Pretty interesting

On The Shocking 2025 ‘Deagel’ Forecast: War, Population Reduction, & The
Collapse Of The West

Deagel 2025 Depopulation Forecast Has Been Scrubbed

Kanzen Saimin
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the original forecast was 90 million of survivors in the u.s alone. if this
true, God have mercy on us 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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It’s BS.

TheLastTrump
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I was curious about that. Thanks for the links.

misgivings
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Welcome

Kanzen Saimin
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